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ABSTRACT
This qualitative comparison case study investigates the beliefs and behaviors of two
Arizona principals who serve predominantly Latino students in excelling urban public high
schools. It also examines the structures positioned to promote equitable educational
opportunities. Although the majority of K-12 students in Arizona are Latino, the public
education system is designed to accommodate the White minority with Eurocentric curricula
and assessment, rigorous coursework, and access to post-secondary education.
However, a purposive sampling demonstrates how two high poverty schools with
majority Latino student populations are disrupting the status quo as evidenced by the
outstanding graduation rates and low dropout ratio; additionally, their Latino students are
entering post- secondary education at higher rates than the state and National averages of their
peers. Moreover, both principals cultivate a caring and supportive climate amidst politically
charged concerns that disrupt the educational environment.
By applying a tripartite synthesis of Scanlan and Lopez (2012) and Khalifa, Gooden and
Davis’ (2016) framework, the principals’ behaviors and beliefs are analyzed through the
constructs of culturally responsive and equitable leadership. Critical consciousness, deficit
thinking, high quality teaching, sociocultural integration, and other themes are explored.
Through a comparative case study (CCS) approach (Bartlett & Vavrus, 2016), interviews
and observations of the principals as well as field notes and artifacts are analyzed on the
horizontal and vertical axes. The data are triangulated for validity to determine what beliefs,
behaviors and structures are utilized by principals to promote educational success for their
Latino students. Additionally, Arizona’s educational policy is analyzed on the transversal axis
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over time and space exposing unfair practices that historically have hindered and continue to r
the advancement of our Latino youth.
The study concluded the principals’ critical awareness of their students’ background and
lived experiences contribute to the development of a caring, inclusive, and efficacious campus
environment. Also discovered, the importance of principal beliefs to empower Latino youth.
Both school leaders yield high expectations for every student with the belief that each can and
will be successful, and the principals assume responsibility to provide access to higher
education for every graduating senior.
Other findings reveal deficit thinking, segregation, and discrimination continue to plague
school environments which may result from the dominant culture reigning over Arizona’s
educational policy, curricula, structures and practice. An unintentional finding is the influence
of politics, safety and media on the schools, the students, and their families; these themes
emerge as primary concerns in contemporary public education. One interesting conclusion that
implicates further research is the value of principals who have similar ethnic, social, and
cultural backgrounds as their students; the connection may be significant in contributing to
improved academic outcomes. In the end, the study reveals the beliefs and behaviors of school
leaders that can improve or hinder Latino student outcomes; ultimately, there is urgent need for
advocacy and policy reform on the local, state, and federal level if our student majority is to
learn and thrive in Arizona schools.
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CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION
Careful consideration of the fluctuating demographics and intricate cultural and linguistic
circumstances of our diverse student population must be given to ensure high levels of
achievement for all students. Accordingly, school leaders must place more explicit attention to
equity of opportunity and instruction for our culturally and linguistically diverse (CLD) students,
“School leaders must embrace a new cultural stance of acceptance rather than indifference
towards increased cultural diversity. This orientation is equity-driven, and it involves being a
cultural leader who views demographic change and cultural difference as enriching and
educative, not threatening or deviant (Cooper, 2009, p. 27). To that end, leaders must be
culturally responsive, that is aware of the cultural context and strengths of diverse students;
however, Arizona principals are faced with tensions and dilemmas in leading Latino students and
promoting an education that both honors their cultural backgrounds and meets tested common
curriculum standards, “Over the last two decades, attention to deepening culturally responsive,
multicultural and bilingual approaches to teaching has largely been replaced by efforts to
standardize curricula and pedagogy” (Sleeter, 2012, p. 568). Unfortunately, in this era of
accountability in America, the importance of equity in education for our multicultural society is
not a primary concern of school reform.
According to Apple (2014), there is an emergence of a conservative movement amongst
national and state policy makers who emphasize standardization and accountability, and the
movement diminishes the agency of practitioners and de-professionalizes educators (Milner,
2013). Sleeter (2012) argues “that neoliberal reforms, by negating the central importance of
teacher professional learning, as well as context, culture, and racism, reverse the empowered
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learning that culturally responsive pedagogy has the potential to support” (p.563). Therefore,
empirical research is necessary to investigate the current state of educational reform and how it
impacts our increasingly diverse student populations.
For this study, I aim to leverage the leadership knowledge with leadership behaviors to
explore how high school principals of high performing schools of predominantly Latino
students navigate the current conservative rhetoric of comprehensive school reform and
contextualize their leadership responsibilities for their multicultural student population. What
does culturally responsive leadership mean to principals who are faced with educating a
predominantly Latino student population amidst a White dominant educational system? What
knowledge and behaviors of school leaders promote positive outcomes for our Latino student
population?
There is evidence of high performing schools in Arizona that are making a difference and
effectively serving our Latino students. Yet, there is no prescriptive method nor one specific set
of strategies that make an effective culturally responsive leader, and Sleeter (2012) cautions,
“Trivialization of culturally relevant pedagogy involves reducing it to steps to follow rather than
understanding it as a paradigm for teaching and learning” (p. 569). Understanding and extending
this paradigm is crucial to culturally responsive leadership, “School administrators must gain a
better knowledge of practices, recognize the benefits these practices have, and support teachers
in their efforts to transform their teaching, classrooms, and schools, so that they will be more
responsive to the students they serve” (Brown, 2007, p. 61). Hence, my research study seeks to
make the implicit behaviors of culturally responsive school leaders explicit, and to bridge their
knowledge with their practice to understand the ways in which secondary school leaders of high
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performing schools approach cultural diversity and how their knowledge and behaviors impact
Latino students.
Statement of Problem
There is cause for concern with the Latino student achievement rate in Arizona. According
to Luna and Espinoza (2015), for the last three years there have been reduced numbers of Latino
students graduating from high school and entering higher education compared to their White
counterparts. Although there has been a focus on the achievement gaps between races, Gilborn
(2008) purports the issue has little to do with ability level of marginalized populations; rather, it
is the result of unfair assessment practices and the inequities of our educational system. The
approach to rectify achievement gaps is not any better, “Solutions have emphasized offering all
students the same curriculum, taught in the same way based on the language, worldview, and
experiences of White English speakers” (Sleeter, 2012, p. 562). A possible cause may be that the
educational system is grounded in a normative White perspective that does not embrace cultural
diversity, “Unfortunately, the dominant hegemonic (often White, Westernized) ways of
understanding and practicing school leadership have been detrimental for minoritized students”
(Khalifa, Gooden & Davis, 2016, p. 16). However, there are scholars who believe the problems
are deeper than the perpetuation of a monoculture in our school system.
Currently, the lack of equality of rights and opportunities for Latino students in Arizona is
targeted as potential rationale for their lower achievement and graduation rates in public high
schools. For example, Mahoney, MacSwan, Haladyna and García (2010) suggest the policies of
the English Only proposition and standardized assessments effectively deny Latinos access to
political, social, cultural and language rights; standardized assessments are based on knowledge
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determined by White people from their perspective discounting the cultural knowledge and
identity of multiethnic students.
Additionally, there are disparities in access to opportunities for rigorous classes for Latino
students when compared to their White counterparts such as participation in Advanced
Placement and dual enrollment courses. In 2014, of the 57,161 students who took AP classes in
Arizona, White students were more than twice as likely to enroll in AP courses as Latinos were
to enroll (See Appendix G). Opportunities for dual enrollment courses showed discrepancies as
well; 57% of the students who took dual enrollment classes in Arizona were White compared to
21% who were Latino (Milem, Salazar & Bryan, 2016). Thus, based on the evidence, a case can
be made that there is inequity in the opportunity for Latino students to participate in advanced
classes in Arizona.
Another inequity can be observed in the selection of curriculum for our schools. In
Arizona and most schools in America, a Eurocentric curriculum is adopted, and its focus is
primarily on the ideas and the achievements of Western culture (Nordenbo, 1995). It is evident
that Arizona schools ascribe to mostly Eurocentric curricula that neglect fair representation of
other cultures, and inadequate culturally relevant curricula for Latino students in Arizona schools
complicates the issue.
An additional point to consider is that school leaders are expected to follow policies,
implement assessments, and adopt curriculum provided to them by state and school board
decisions, and the focus on mandates leaves little attention to the unique needs of marginalized
students (Johnson, 2007). As a result, neither the best interest of the changing student
population nor the particulars of school context are given consideration. Principals “may
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inadvertently cause students to compromise their ethnic and cultural identity to attain academic
achievement” (Gay, 2010, p. 13). As such, balancing accountability and cultural responsivity is
a difficult but necessary responsibility if school leaders in our public high schools are to provide
equitable access and opportunities for Latino students.
Almost 40 years ago, Freire (1974) suggested culturally responsive organizational
practices, behaviors and competences may serve as tools for addressing issues that arise from
leading culturally diverse institutions. Since then, there is an abundance of research that
confirms the efficacy of culturally responsive pedagogy on marginalized students (LadsonBillings, 1995; Gay, 2013; Lopez, 2016). Therefore, the purpose of this qualitative research
study is to examine what the literature says about culturally responsive leadership and explore
what urban high school principals know and do to promote positive outcomes for their Latino
students. Ultimately, the research may provide valuable measures that can guide educational
reform in the goal for equitable opportunity and access for all students.
Research Questions
1.

What behaviors, structures and practices do Arizona principals of high performing schools
employ that they attribute to positive outcomes for Latino students?

2.

How do principals define high quality teaching and how do they make certain high quality
teaching is present in all classes?

3.

How do principals ensure all students have access to equitable education?
Defining Key Terms

CLD students-Culturally and linguistically diverse students
Critical awareness- being aware of the power play between the dominant group and
subordination of minority groups to move away from a cultural deficit model to a cultural
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difference model where one culture is not better than another; instead, all cultures contribute
skills, and we must recognize the multicultural aspect of America to ensure cultural connections
are retained within the mainstream dominant culture (Ladson-Billings, 1994).
Cultural responsivity- an awareness of cultural context and the strengths that students bring
with them to school (Ladson-Billings, 1995).
ICS-Integrated Comprehensive Service (Frattura & Capper, 2007) a delivery approach “to
organizing the array of student services (eg. Special education, bilingual or English as a second
language services, counseling, title serves, etc.) in a manner that prevents (not responds to)
student failure and builds the capacity of teachers to anticipate and embrace diversity within
learners” (Scanlan & Lopez, 2012, p.5)
Sociocultural integration-the intention to merge the social and cultural influences of ethnically
diverse students into the mainstream education and “refers to full membership in the social and
cultural meaning-making activities of the classroom and school community (Scanlan & Lopez,
2015, p. 31)
Asset-based practices- Educational practices employed from an asset-based perspective that
enables teachers to acknowledge, respect, and integrate the knowledge of Latino students—
including their native language. Working with the spectrum of different backgrounds and
experiences represented by the students in their classrooms, teachers are encouraged to
incorporate these assets in everyday instruction, making it more authentic, relevant, and
engaging to the child (Campos, Delgado & Huerta, 2011)
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Asset-based structures- Educational structures that promote the development of language and
culture through culturally and linguistically responsive teaching, access to high quality
curriculum and inclusionary practices for all students (Scanlan & Lopez, 2012)
Deficit thinking- A catch-all term for various theories that conjecture a lack of student
achievement in urban schools is the fault of the students' races, cultures and/or socioeconomic
status (Valencia & Solorzano, 2004)
Conceptual Framework
In framing my research, I rely on two recent bodies of literature that specifically address
principal leadership behaviors, beliefs, structures and practices that promote equity in culturally
diverse populations. The intersection of their theoretical framework is where I situate my
research. Both Khalifa, Gooden & Davis (2016) and Scanlan & Lopez (2012) frame their
research on culturally responsive leadership, and I synthesize the bodies of work to reflect three
key tenets: First, they address inequities and the barriers of deficit thinking through critical
awareness (beliefs). Second, they insist on high quality teaching (behavior). Third, they are
intent on validating students’ social and cultural capital and integrating them into the school
environment (behavior). The inequities in school practices and structures must be
acknowledged by all stakeholders (knowledge) to develop an environment that provides high
expectations and quality teaching, embraces diversity, fosters a sense of belonging for all
students, and improves opportunities for equitable education (behaviors).
In Khalifa, Gooden & Davis (2016), their framework acknowledges Ladson-Billings’
Culturally Relevant Pedagogy (1994) and Gay’s Culturally Responsive Teaching (1995) that
insist on cultural competence and critical consciousness to promote equity, but it emphasizes
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the beliefs and behaviors found in culturally responsive school leaders. In their synthesis of 39
empirical sources of school leadership, they summarize their findings of the influence principals
have on the school environment as instructional and transformational leaders, whereby strands
of culturally responsive leadership emerged, and two are included in my framework: Principals
must possess a critical self-awareness and act as instructional leaders to ensure teachers are
culturally responsive and resist inequities; they must also be transformational in developing
inclusive school environments where student diversity is cultivated and integrated so all
students feel a sense of belonging. These behaviors and beliefs will be explained further in the
subsequent sections.
On the other hand, Scanlan & Lopez (2012) utilize Integrated Comprehensive Service
(ICS), a theory found in social justice leadership (Theoharis, 2007) that attributes the improved
learning outcomes of students to school structures and practices that are intent on reducing
marginalization of students on multiple levels. In their research, they performed a narrative
synthesis of 79 empirical sources for school leaders to use as a guide to lead bilingual students
with equity and excellence. The scholars based their framework on the theory of ICS, and
"a tripartite theory of effective school communities for bilingual students" to organize the
literature (p.6). The findings that intersect with Khalifa and his colleagues include: Ensuring
access to high quality teachers, resisting deficit thinking practices, creating inclusive
environments where students develop a sense of belonging, and promoting the sociocultural
integration of culturally and linguistically diverse (CLD) students. Clearly, in their collective
analysis of over 100 sources, there is consensus that school leaders have a profound impact on
student learning and instruction. As a result, I frame my research (See Figure 1.) around the
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culturally responsive leadership beliefs, behaviors, practices, and structures that emerged from
the syntheses of literature analyzed by Khalifa, Gooden & Davis (2016) and Scanlan & Lopez
(2012).

Culturally
Responsive Beliefs,
Behaviors,
Structures and
Practices

Equitable
Educational
Opportunities
High
Sociocultural
Integration

Quality
Teaching

Figure 1. Conceptual Framework Diagram

CHAPTER 2: REVIEWING THE LITERATURE
Equitable Educational Opportunities
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America’s public-school system was developed almost two hundred years ago with the
premise to preserve democracy. Yet, the objective of equalization has never been attained largely
because of the rigidity of the dominant culture and its public-school system. The resistance to
adapt to our increasingly diverse student population is negatively impacting students, and in
Arizona the inequities are especially evident in the opportunities for our Latino student
population.
However, the syntheses of literature from Scanlan & Lopez (2012) and Khalifa,
Gooden, & Davis (2016) provide a framework to address inequities in the educational system
through culturally responsive leadership, high quality teaching, and sociocultural integration.
With this tripartite methodology, their research suggests school leaders are able to discourage
and disrupt unfair structures and practices by leading their campuses with cultural responsivity.
Although both teams of scholars guide school leaders to evidential literature that reveals
culturally responsive leadership promotes equity in education, the difference between the two
syntheses of literature is the focus: Scanlan & Lopez (2012) emphasize structures and practices
while Khalifa, Good & Davis (2016) concentrate their efforts on the beliefs and behaviors
(practices) of school principals. My framework undergirds both syntheses with the position that
school leadership beliefs and behaviors and school structures impact student outcomes. As
such, my research will investigate the beliefs, practices, and behaviors of the principals and the
structures they have in place to determine what factors found in the syntheses of literature are
current principals employing to promote positive results in Latino students.
Culturally Responsive Beliefs
Premises of Deficit thinking
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The first factor toward equitable education is the awareness of inequities in education that
stem from the deficit perspective: the belief that a lack of student achievement in urban schools
is the fault of the students' races, cultures and/or socioeconomic status (Valencia & Solorzano,
2004). Oakes (2005) explained deficit thinking as assumptions that the cultural, situational, and
individual differences in minority children were limitations that schools could not change.
Valencia traced the deficit model and its evolution over three centuries in this county, and it has
been used consistently to place blame on marginalized children and mistakenly, the reason for
low academic achievement (1986). Despite abundant literature that refutes the claim, deficit
thinking still exists, in part, because of the dominant hegemony that holds the power over the
education system. As a result, the deficit perspective is overt in many educational policies. For
example, Limited English Proficiency (as opposed to Spanish Dominant), implies deficiency
whereas English speakers developing a second language are viewed positively.
However, deficit beliefs also emerge in covert ways and may be responsible in part, for
the achievement gap between White and non-White students: tracking and lower opportunity for
rigorous classes negatively impact minority students the most (Oakes, 2005); there is the notion
that home language different from school language causes minority students to fail (Cummins,
2001); decades of evidence indicate the higher rates of suspension and expulsion for minority
students are linked to deficit thinking, and its effects negatively impact achievement in
marginalized populations (Skiba, Michael, Nardo, & Peterson, 2002).
Evidence of deficit thinking is ingrained throughout the educational system including
within the classrooms, and educators have a responsibility to disrupt the negative ideology that
plagues minority students. A case study presented by Aronson and Laughter (2016) exemplifies
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a teacher breaking the barrier of deficit thinking in his math class to improve academic
achievement in his African American students. In their research of culturally relevant education
(CRE), Aronson and Laughter (2016) discovered a math teacher, Hubert (2013), who performed
his own research on 37 African American students considered at risk in an alternative school in
the South. The implication of at risk in and of itself comes from a deficit perspective, and
Hubert was interested in how culturally relevant math instruction could affect the students’
interest, attitude, and ultimately, academic achievement. Hubert’s math lessons contained topics
related to the students’ lives such as football, teen pregnancy, and teen smoking. Hubert’s study
followed five of the students who attended the culturally relevant math class regularly and
conducted interviews, pre- and post-assessments of the students to reveal “students who
participated in the culturally relevant math lessons increased by at least one letter grade and the
students felt more confident taking their statewide assessment” (Aronson & Laughter, 2016, p.
182). Though the sample size of this case is small, the study displays the impact of creating
lessons that are relevant, engaging, and connect to the students’ backgrounds can improve
student achievement. Also, it examples the importance of cultural relevance across content
areas including math, a course that is often excluded in the discussion of culturally relevant
education.
Hence, to disrupt the deficit paradigm, the literature demands challenging policies and
practices to advance toward a more democratic education. Scanlan and Lopez (2012) prioritize
language proficiency development as an essential goal in effective schooling and recommend
bilingual language models (dual immersion) as optimal, “This emphasis on supporting CLD
students in becoming bilingual interrupts deficit orientations toward language” (p.10).
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Additionally, Gorski (2010) insists upon educators refusing the dominant discourse “to locate
any problem in the ‘cultures’ of disenfranchised communities. Doing so is, in and of itself, a
disenfranchising practice…it is also the surest way to misdirect strategies for redressing
inequities” (p.168). Instead, he suggests resisting compliance to inequitable practices and
policies; engage in critical conversations even if they disrupt the status quo, and question
inequity, even in one’s own practice, “What assumptions or biases might keep me from
demonstrating the highest expectations for my students?” (Gorski, p. 168).
Finally, Khalifa, Gooden & Davis (2016) posit leaders “must have enough knowledge to
recognize and challenge common patterns of inequities that lead to the disenfranchisement of
poor urban youth” (p. 10). Many scholars suggest professional development and teacher
education as appropriate settings to dissect the deficit model and re-orient teachers to an
increasingly asset-based perspective (Garcia & Guerra, 2004; Sleeter, 2003; Ladson-Billings,
2006). Thus, to disrupt the deficit paradigm, critical awareness of all stakeholders is paramount.
Critical Awareness/Consciousness
To deconstruct critical consciousness from a perspective of injustice in education, I rely
on Paulo Freire, a leader of critical pedagogy and successful educator of third world illiterate
populations. Freire described critical consciousness as the social process of questioning one’s
assumptions about reality (1973). He argued democratic education could not be established
without dedication to humanity and a recognition of the direct relationship between cultural
existence as individuals, and the political and economic existence as social beings. Freire
(1973) coined the term, conscientizacao, to define the critical awareness of one’s oppressed
state and the insight into their oppressors and the practices used against them. This awareness,
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paired with reflection creates a foundation and sense of responsibility to actively participate in
social change (Kaak, 2011).
The notion of critical awareness or critical consciousness (I will use both terms
interchangeably) is present in much of the literature regarding teachers and their beliefs that
influence practice. This knowledge includes awareness of the power play between the dominant
group and subordination of minority groups to move away from a cultural deficit model to a
cultural difference model where one culture is not better than another; instead, all cultures
contribute skills, and we must recognize the multicultural aspect of America to ensure cultural
connections are retained within the mainstream dominant culture (Ladson-Billings, 1994).
Ladson-Billings further explains that educators must be socio-politically conscious to assist
“students to recognize, understand, and critique current and social inequalities” (1995, p.476).
Although Ladson-Billings framed critical consciousness for educators and their students
to view the world through a critical lens, to question inequities, and to promote positive change,
she focuses on the success of teachers and students, a departure from the injustice perspective of
much of the literature. Notable scholar of multicultural education, Banks (1993) believes that
multicultural awareness assists educators in developing an increased consciousness of self and
others, while improving interpersonal relationships to better challenge stereotypes and
prejudices. Gay purports educators must develop a critical awareness of their students, their
learning, interacting, and relating styles to better serve them in schools (2010); and most
recently, Arellano et al (2016) concur that critical awareness in teaching and learning is crucial,
but they stress its importance to develop an understanding of the lived experiences of the
majority of students which is increasingly non-White.
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An example of the benefits of critical awareness in the classroom is found in the
synthesis of literature presented by Aronson and Laughter (2016). In this particular study,
Epstein et al. (2011) sought to “discover how culturally responsive teaching practices affected
African American and Latin@ students’ view on racial groups in the United States” (2016, p.
187). In the single case study of an 11th grade Humanities class in a small urban public school,
the teacher’s critical awareness was key in the cultural knowledge, background, and insight
used to inform his presentation on oppression and institutional racism. He also developed
lessons around his students’ National identities thereby making the curriculum more relevant
and expansive than the traditional topics of Martin Luther King, Jr., Rosa Parks, etc. As a
result, Epstein et al (2011) claim the students developed critical thinking skills, an increased
awareness of institutional racism, and sociopolitical consciousness.
In recent years, critical awareness in leadership scholarship has emerged, and in their
broad examination of culturally responsive school principals, Khalifa, Gooden & Davis (2016)
extend Ladson-Billings’ belief to leaders--they must have “an awareness of self and his/her
values, beliefs, and/or dispositions when it came to serving poor children of color” (p. 9).
Khalifa and his colleagues also found leaders must possess “an understanding of the context in
which they lead. Additionally, leaders must use their understanding to envision and create a
new environment of learning for children in their building who have been marginalized because
of race and class. They must be keenly aware of inequitable factors that adversely affect their
students’ potential” (2016, p. 10). Khalifa et al. (2016) believe critical reflection allows leaders
to constantly “challenge their own inadvertent, or even acknowledged oppressive
understandings and performatives” (p. 25). In line with this reasoning, successful leaders would
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be responsive to cultural diversity through awareness of the historical oppression and
oppressive practices minority populations have endured, and proactively engage in changing
them; educators would reflect on their own biases and assumptions, resist inequities, and
advocate for diversity.
In sum, critical consciousness is an awareness of cultural, social, economic differences
and the responsibility for teachers and leaders to advocate for equity. As evident, critical
consciousness is vital knowledge that can resist deficit thinking and other constraints that
currently undercut the learning of Latino students. The culturally diverse demographic shifts
implore an urgency to develop critical awareness for nationwide educational reform, but at the
very least, the literature can guide school principals toward understanding the benefit of critical
awareness and how schoolwide belief can have a positive influence on student learning.
High Quality Teaching
The next factor that leads to equity in education is access to high quality teaching.
Historically, Latino students have had limited access to quality teachers due to segregation,
stratification, tracking, language differences, deficit thinking and a host of other unfair
practices, policies and structures. Although they are one of the fastest growing ethnic groups in
the United States, they are “now the most segregated students in public schools, a trend that is
especially prominent in large suburban communities that have undergone dramatic demographic
change” (Maxwell, 2014). In 2016, according to the Associated Press, a Nonpartisan
Government Accountability Office found “deepening segregation of Black and Hispanic
students at high-poverty K-12 public schools. These schools offered fewer math, science and
college prep classes, while having higher rates of students who are held back in ninth grade,
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suspended or expelled.” More than sixty years after the Supreme Court outlawed segregation,
disparities continue to exist perpetuating the marginalization of minority youth.
Another concern, schools in high poverty/high minority areas tend to have less access to
experienced and qualified teachers, and they require larger class sizes than affluent suburban
schools (Ingersoll, 2002). Moreover, there is little doubt that the quality of teachers can have
dire effects on Latino students, and Darling Hammond (2004) found that much of the low
achievement in children resulted from depriving the neediest students from having the best
quality teachers. Hanushek and Rivikin (2006) found that the learning gaps found in
disadvantaged children can be filled by employing high quality teachers.
Additionally, high quality teachers are cognizant that students’ lived experience may be
vastly different than what they are learning about in school and ensure their students are not
positioned from a deficit perspective because they are unable to relate to a curriculum that is
unfamiliar or irrelevant to their own experiences. When an educational environment is
consumed with their deficiencies, they neglect important opportunity gaps that culturally
diverse students experience both within the school and society (Gorski, 2010). Instead, high
quality teachers acknowledge their students’ unique experiences as assets that enrich the school
experience, develop caring and respectful relationships with them and maintain high
expectations for every student.
Defining high quality teaching can vary, but often includes qualified teachers who are
certified in their content, have multiple years of experience with high academic achievement in
their classes, are committed to their profession, and develop caring relationships with their
students. Yet, Goe (2007) summarizes the research on teacher and teaching quality and
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determines the teacher experience in the first five years and teacher knowledge are the only
factors that are consistently found to be important student learning. Yet, Scanlan and Lopez
(2016) find for CLD students, it is especially important that teachers consider the demographics
of the students, their cultural backgrounds, home, family and community experiences.
Additionally, the scholars purport high quality teaching includes acknowledging these situational
factors of diverse students and integrating them into the teaching and learning environment. To
exclude situational factors may have dire consequences on marginalized students.
Irvine (2015) points out the potential demographic disparity between teachers and their
students; when teachers utilize their own background experiences, they do not connect to the
cultural backgrounds or experiences of their students. For teachers to be effective, they must
know their students. Further, for diverse students to feel like they belong, teachers must
understand their own biases in order to provide ways to connect students’ lived experiences to
their classrooms while maintaining high standards for all students.
Banks (1993) and Nieto (2000) purport quality teaching utilizes culturally relevant
curriculum and instructional materials that recognize, incorporate, and reflect students' heritage
and the contributions of various ethnic groups. Additionally, Scanlan and Lopez (2012) found
that high quality teaching can have a profound impact on the language development of CLD
students.
Culturally responsive teaching
Clearly, high quality teaching is a crucial factor in promoting socially just and equitable
education for our Latino students and to better define the concept within diverse student
populations, I rely on Gay’s culturally responsive teaching framework that has grown beyond
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curriculum to “using the cultural knowledge, prior experiences, frames of reference, and
performance styles of ethnically diverse students to make learning encounters more relevant to
and effective for them” (2010, p. 31). Ladson-Billings’ (2006) further extrapolates that the
critical. Aronson & Laughter (2016) posit Gay’s and Ladson-Billings’ contributions to
culturally responsive teaching are important to understand the expectations of effective teacher
practice, “Gay’s focus on teaching primarily seeks to influence competency and methods,
describing what a teacher should be doing in the classroom to be culturally responsive. LadsonBillings’ focus on pedagogy primarily seeks to influence attitudes and dispositions...” (pp. 166167). In sum, both practice and pedagogy are important factors in quality teaching, and
educators must view the cultural diversity of students as differences not deficits.
There are abundant examples of culturally responsive teaching found in the research of
Aaronson and Laughter (2016) who sought to evaluate literature that promoted positive
outcomes of culturally responsive teaching. For instance, the researchers found Fulton’s (2009)
case study of three middle school math teachers in a diverse Colorado school where she
observed the teachers “organized strong learning communities, encouraged students, adjusted
instruction based on student needs, and created challenging learning goals” (Aronson &
Laughter, 2016, p. 183). As a result, Fulton “suggested strong school culture supported
students’ development in understandings of math and students gained a deeper understanding of
content as well as learned the value of listening to each other’s perspectives” (p. 183).
Broadening opportunities to cultivate school culture and embrace diversity is key in culturally
responsive teaching.
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Additionally, responsive teachers affirm all students possess unique capabilities and
assets, including language and culture, and these resources can be promoted by teachers to
enhance the educational environment. McKenzie & Scheurich (2004) noted successful
educators legitimize their students’ assets and use them in the teaching and learning process.
Asset-based practitioners validate what Moll, Avanti, Neff and Gonzalez et al. (1992) describe
as the funds of knowledge, “Historically accumulated and culturally developed bodies of
knowledge and skills essential for household or individual functioning and well-being” (p. 133).
Teachers acknowledge and integrate their students’ funds of knowledge from their home,
family, culture, and community, and the knowledge brings significant contributions to the
learning process.
Furthermore, culturally responsive educators establish meaningful relationships and set
high expectations for all students, knowing their efforts “can have a dramatic impact on their
futures, even when these students face tremendous barriers related to poverty, racism and other
social ills” (Nieto, 2009, p.220), and these behaviors extend to leadership.
In sum, there is consensus in the 40 studies examined by Laughter and Aronson (2016);
they all support the effectiveness of asset-based, culturally responsive teaching, and other
scholars including Scanlan & Lopez (2012), Banks (1993), Gay (1994) and Ladson Billings
(1995) offer similar findings: Culturally responsive teachers practice with intention to integrate
the cultural knowledge of their students with the academic knowledge imparted in school, so
that students are connected to and engaged in their learning. Ultimately, culturally responsive
school leaders develop and support these practices; they are acutely aware of their students’
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diverse backgrounds and strive to develop inclusive practices and structures that promote
equitable learning opportunities.
It is fair to say most teachers enter the education profession with preconceived notions,
assumptions, stereotypes and biases surrounding their students, and Khalifa, Gooden & Davis
(2016) point out high quality teaching demands leaders to expose and remove deficit thinking
ideology by developing cultural responsivity in teachers through modeling, mentoring, school
resources, leadership teams, and providing continuous professional development in schools
(2016). Therefore, Khalifa et al. (2016) clarify the responsibility of culturally responsive school
leadership is to ensure “teachers are and remain culturally responsive”, and biases and
assumptions that are prevalent on school campuses are exposed and eradicated (p. 10).
Culturally Responsive Behaviors and Practices
Language as a resource
Another important factor in seeking equitable education for minority students is how we
approach language in our school system. Scanlan and Lopez (2012) found culturally and
linguistically diverse students to be the most marginalized in schools and as such, examined
extant literature to seek asset-oriented practices that include language as a resource. In their
research they posit “much of schooling involves subtractive approaches to remove language
from CLD students alongside additive approaches to foster bilingualism among native
speakers” (p. 4). To this day, Arizona policy requires limited English language learners to be
segregated from the mainstream population, a maneuver that not only perpetuates deficit
thinking but is detrimental to learning a language.
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To promote equitable instruction, Scanlan & Lopez (2012) purport school leaders must
develop the linguistical knowledge of all teachers by first affirming language as a resource, and
next, ensuring teachers have a fundamental understanding of language acquisition (p. 14).
Moreover, they stress the importance of all content teachers being active participants who
utilize linguistically responsive pedagogy to employ language strategies that affirm language
and bilingualism as resources (Scanlan & Lopez, 2012). For Arizona school leaders of Latino
students, they must be aware of cultural differences, understand that language proficiency is
key, and ensure all teachers share the responsibility of language development. Additionally,
principals must advocate for bilingual, dual immersion programs in their schools.
As it stands now, Arizona requires all classes to be taught in English even though there
is a preponderance of evidence that bilingual classes are more effective because they develop
dual languages, increase the comprehension of both languages, and prevent the overt practice of
language assimilation that affects the cultural identity of the students (Scanlan & Lopez, 2012).
Structured English Immersion (SEI) requires English Language Learners to be segregated four
hours daily for intensive English but without consideration of the content they are missing
compared to English speaking peers. Scanlan and Lopez’s (2012) investigation of empirical
research found bilingual education to be an additive approach that utilizes the students’ native
language to develop English proficiency while preserving the home language and culture
through culturally responsive instructional practices (Haas & Gort, 2009), and Aaronson &
Laughter (2016) provide a study that concurs with their findings.
Johns (2008) created a qualitative case study located in a predominantly Mexican
American school district that suggests “a situated approach to professional development,
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specifically in relation to the prior knowledge and experiences of students, enhances teachers’
abilities to support the literacy learning of emergent bilingual students” (p. 175). Her
participants included 14 middle and high school teachers who participated in a professional
development program, Abriendo Caminos, to improve their practice of teaching pre-emergent
bilingual students. After interviewing 39 students as well as the 14 teacher participants, Johns’
(2008) research concluded, “Teachers’ participation in Abriendo Caminos correlated to
students’ overall literacy gains” (Aronson & Laughter, 2016, p. 192). The study emphasizes the
importance of both teacher development for language acquisition and the benefits of bilingual
classes on literacy development.
However, the most compelling evidence in support of bilingual educations comes from
Lopez (2010) when comparing to English only settings, “Students in bilingual settings develop
stronger levels of self-competence, one of the strongest predictors of future performance” (p.
10). Hence, there are numerous reasons to promote bilingual education and specifically, dual
immersion. Cultivating language as a resource not only reorients the perception of Spanish
speakers as an asset, but it also embraces the cultural and linguistic identities of our Latino
youth.
Integrated Comprehensive Service Delivery
Frattura and Capper’s (2007) Integrated Comprehensive Service (ICS) is a delivery
approach that organizes “the array of student services (eg. Special education, bilingual or English
as a second language services, counseling, title services, etc.), in a manner that prevents (not
responds to) student failure and builds the capacity of teachers to anticipate and embrace
diversity within learners” (Scanlan & Lopez, 2012, p.5). Just as deficit thinking permeates
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educational beliefs and practice, it is also deeply rooted in school structures, “The deficit
orientation toward difference, especially as it relates to low socioeconomic and ethnic minority
groups, is very deeply ingrained in the ethos of our most prominent institutions, especially
schools” (Bartolome, 1994, p. 179). Nieto (2007) notes these ideologies, laws and traditions of
our sociopolitical context keep structural inequalities in place. Even though changing the
destructive and negative patterns have proven to be difficult (Delpit, 2006), we must continue to
resist ingrained oppression and fight for structural changes in Arizona’s public-school system,
and ICS is a delivery model that emphasizes inclusion and equity for all students.
Scanlan and Lopez (2012) suggest ICS is an effective model that provides equitable
opportunities for Latino students. Further, the scholars articulate their findings of how (ICS)
delivery recognizes situational characteristics and the role they play in school structures that can
“shape the degree to which practices of service delivery are inclusive and equitable” (Scanlan &
Lopez, 2012, p. 5). Therefore, Arizona school leaders of Latino students must be knowledgeable
of the current situational context of cultural and language differences and cultivate them through
equitable educational practices and structures. ICS affirms situational characteristics may inform
practice and structure of schools and Johns’ (2008) case study of pre-emergent bilingual students
exemplifies the importance of acknowledging context to deliver equitable resources and
opportunities.
Additionally, ICS delivery should be viewed as a culturally responsive behavior practiced
by school leaders. Khalifa and his colleagues’ definition of culturally responsive behaviors not
only include structure and policy, but also that school leaders must “promote a school climate
inclusive of minoritized students, particularly those marginalized within most school contexts”
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(2016, p. 3). Moreover, their research suggests the inclusion includes both behavioral and
instructional practices (Khalifa, Gooden & Davis, 2016). Therefore, ICS is an element of
culturally responsive school leadership behavior that should be considered a viable model to
promote equitable opportunities for our Latino youth.
Sociocultural Integration
The last factor that contributes to equitable educational opportunities is promoting
sociocultural integration on campuses. Sociocultural integration is the intention to merge the
social and cultural influences of ethnically diverse students into the mainstream education and
“refers to full membership in the social and cultural meaning-making activities of the classroom
and school community (Scanlan & Lopez, 2015, p. 31). Ladson-Billings (1994) and Lopez
(2017) portend the importance of critical awareness of the sociohistorical marginalization of
minority students to lead to integrating multicultural knowledge and diverse languages into the
monolithic educational system. Moreover, to promote equitable outcomes and reduce
marginalization of non-White students, sociocultural integration is a necessary dimension to
successfully educate CLD students and requires students’ ethnic community to be integrated
with the society at large (Brisk, 2006). Scanlan and Lopez (2012) found the benefits of
sociocultural integration confirmed in their synthesis of empirical literature for guiding school
leaders and “emphasizes that a sense of belonging is an important factor contributing to
educational success in schools” (p. 25). Further, bridging students’ home experiences with
those at school is important, and “school leaders play a key role in assessing and shaping the
cultural competence within a school community to cultivate belonging across these dimensions”
(p. 26). Sociocultural integration “addresses the needs of all students, affirms each student’s
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cultural identity, and draws on students’ backgrounds as an asset” (p. 26). By including space
for students to develop their own cultural identity within their schools, we are moving our
educational system toward cultural competence.
Aronson and Laughter’s (2016) synthesis of literature on Culturally Relevant Education
(CRE) contain 40 studies with varied examples of sociocultural integration. For instance, in
response to criticism about cultural relevance and its connection to math content standards,
Aguirre & Zavala (2013) developed a mathematical tool designed to assist teachers in mapping
their lessons across multiple dimensions, including culture and social justice. As a portion of
their larger study on professional development, Aguirre and Zavala focused on six beginning
math teachers who participated in multiple professional development workshops on culturally
responsive mathematics teaching and semi-structured interviews. The researchers confirmed
“through critical teacher reflection and meaningful lesson planning, teachers can effectively
analyze and evaluate mathematics lessons and foster purposeful pedagogical dialogue while
adhering to standards set by the Common Core Initiative and the National Council for Teachers
of Mathematics” (Aronson & Laughter, 2016, p. 181). Here, the integration of students’ culture
was foundational in creating lessons that promoted positive outcomes for the students.
Likewise, Martell, an American History teacher, completed a year-long study on 49 of his
students of color in a Boston school. His history lessons contained “multiple interpretations of
the past that catered directly to his students’ cultural and ethnic backgrounds” (Aronson &
Laughter, 2016, p. 187). Martell’s data methods included student surveys, student artifacts,
student interviews and teacher journals, from which three themes emerged: teacher identity,
student identity, and student learning. Developing students’ cultural identity within school
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settings is an integral component of sociocultural integration Further, throughout the study,
Martell focused on cultural competence and student-teacher relationships. Using descriptive
statistics for survey data, he reported “87.5% of the students of color felt that the activities in his
class helped them to see history through a different lens, and 71.4% of the students said they
now liked learning about history” (p. 187). Also noteworthy, he researched within his own
classroom as suggested by Gay (2013) and Ladson-Billings (2006).
An example of contemporary culturally relevant education gaining popularity is the
emergence of hip hop pedagogy integrated into English Language Arts classrooms. Aronson &
Laughter (2016) discovered many studies where hip hop was a vehicle for learning academic
content (Christianakis, 2011; Morrell & Duncan Andrade, 2002: Ladson-Billings, 2014; Stovall,
2006). They found the language and lyrics of hip hop empowers and engages ethnically diverse
students while connecting to their lives which provides a platform to voice their concerns about
tensions and struggles that plague their communities (Aaronson & Laughter (2016). LadsonBillings believes the lyrics found in hip hop increase students’ cultural fluency as well as “move
fluidly across genres and cultural boundaries” (2009, p. ix). Thus, Aronson & Laughter (2016)
posit culturally relevant education across the content areas, including contemporary culture, is a
viable method to integrate the social and cultural diversity of students and promotes equity and
inclusionary practices in schools.
In sum, the body of literature suggests culturally relevant and responsive education is an
effective vehicle for the sociocultural integration of culturally and linguistically diverse
students, and the integration allows students to develop a sense of belonging that the literature
emphasizes is critical to their “educational success in schools” (Scanlan & Lopez, 2012, p. 25).
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Additionally, integration is necessary for leaders to “promote culturally responsive school
environments...through resisting exclusionary practices; promoting inclusivity, Indigenous
youth identities; and integrating student cultures in all aspects of schooling” (Khalifa, Gooden
& Davis, 2016, p. 26). Hence, school systems can resist segregation and other oppressive
practices, and instead, promote sociocultural integration through inclusionary practices that
cultivate ethnic diversity, embrace multilingualism, and develop multicultural identities so all
students have access to opportunity and equity in education.
Summary
Ultimately, upon reviewing the literature on culturally responsive school leadership the
scholars believe the collective research is evidence that “It is possible for marginalized
students—particularly students of color—to have a safe, affirming, and academically challenging
place in school” (Khalifa, Gooden & Davis, 2016), and Scanlan and Lopez (2012) suggest their
review of literature can be a guide for principals to promote equity in their schools. Extant
research affirms “the kind and quality of leadership we have will help determine, for better or for
worse, the kinds of schools we have” (Sergiovanni,1998). More importantly, significant research
reveals a positive relationship between school leaders and student achievement (Hallinger &
Heck, 1998). With the body of evidence that culturally responsive leadership promotes positive
outcomes for Latino and other marginalized students, my investigation hopes to gain a better
understanding of what Arizona principals are doing to support Latino students in high
performing schools. In the end, the implementation of asset-based practices and structures in
schools relies heavily on the actions and beliefs of the school principals which is the crux of my
research study.
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CHAPTER III: RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Comparative Case Study
My research is a case of understanding what two principals of high performing high
schools are doing to provide equitable educational opportunities for their predominantly Latino
student populations. Specifically, I seek to discover the beliefs, practices, behaviors and
structures they implement to ensure their students thrive academically. I use the framework of
Bartlett and Vavrus (2017), comparative case study (CCS) heuristic approach, to analyze data
on the horizontal axis that “compares how similar policies unfold in distinct locations that are
socially produced (Massey, 2005) and “complexly connected” (Tsing, 2005, p.6)’ (p. 9). I
employ a comparative case study with a homologous horizontal axis to understand how the two
school leaders arhanae able to promote equitable education for their Latino students, “The
entities being compared have a corresponding position or structure to one another” that is, the
educational policy of the district is the same for both schools but may result in similarities and
differences as policies are interpreted, negotiated and revised by key actors (Bartlett & Vavrus,
2016, p. 52).
Also, I interpret data vertically, analyzing systematic patterns of marginalization, how the
practice(s) came to be and how school leaders appropriate policies and often bend or change
them to benefit the students. The vertical axis allows a broader examination of school, district
and state policy situated amidst political and social contexts that have historically marginalized
the Latino population. Hence, the CCS approach requires tracing actors and factors that aim at
“exploring the historical and contemporary processes that have produced a sense of shared
place, purpose, or identity” and allowing the perspectives of the actors to be incorporated in the
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research (Bartlett & Vavrus, 2017, p. 40). Ultimately, the vertical axis allows analysis of how
principals respond similarly and differently to mandated policy even though they are of the
same culture ( p. 73).
Important to note, comparative case study approach requires the researcher to view
culture as a process that occurs through social interaction, “The understanding of culture that
undergirds the CCS approach provides strong justification for the importance of examining
processes of sense-making as they develop over time, in distinct settings, in relation to systems
of power and inequality, and in increasingly interconnected conversation with actors who do not
sit physically within the circle drawn around the traditional case” (p. 17). This understanding of
culture is different from definitions that view culture to be a product that is static and
unchanging.
The CCS approach (See Figure 2.) also requires a reiteration of the notion of context as
being spatial and relational. Case studies once viewed as bounded, are considered unbounded in
CCS. Sites are “not autonomous—they are influenced by actions well beyond the local context
and the current moment, and thus the idea of ‘bounding’ them, which others argue is the
hallmark of case study research, is an illusion” (p. 19). Therefore, context is impacted by many
elements including power relations and social structures.
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Additionally, Bartlett and Vavrus (2017) posit scale to be a crucial factor, “In CCS
research, one would pay close attention to how actions at different scales mutually influence
one another” that is relations of proximity, both near and far (p.19). As a researcher, I must
trace connections and study interactions through space and time with the understanding that
levels are not discrete, and distance is relevant. Further, the scholars urge us to engage in the
temporal dimension of CCS, the transversal axis.
Bartlett and Vavrus (2017) stress the importance of the transversal axis in the CCS
approach “because it helps us as researchers redress the tendency to study social problems in the
present with little analytical appreciation for the conditions that created them. It also reminds us
to think about time and space as inextricably interconnected” (p. 103). We must be mindful that
contemporary problems rarely surface in isolation, but instead, have historical connections that
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must be traced and analyzed to provide ample understanding of the manifestations that result in
the current state of education. For my research, tracing the lineage of the dominant culture and
its influences on contemporary educational policy and practice is crucial to interrogating
inequitable educational opportunities for Latino youth in Arizona. Following the structures of
power and knowledge may lead to the discovery of how principals negotiate and navigate
current policy and practice to positively impact the outcomes of their minority students.
I have chosen qualitative case studies because I am interested in “insight, discovery and
interpretation rather than hypothesis testing” (Merriam, 2009, p.192), and Stake claims cases
studies may be instrumental in providing theoretical insights or reconsidering generalizations
(2003). Based on Maxwell’s goals of qualitative research, I believe case studies will assist me
in “understanding the specific contexts within which the participants act, and the influence that
this context has on their actions” (Maxwell 2013, p. 30). Bolster (1983) suggests qualitative
research can be more effective than quantitative research when studying educational practice
because the use of open-ended questions; for example, it allows for the experiences and realities
of the school environment to be connected to the research. Therefore, interviewing and
observing principals of predominantly Latino student populations allow insight into their
beliefs, behaviors and practices and how they impact student outcomes. Although Yin reminds
us that “case studies, like experiments, are generalizable to theoretical propositions and not to
populations or universes” (2009, p. 21), Bartlett and Vavrus insist “cases generate rich
theoretical insights that transfer to other times and places” (2017, p. 36). This generalizability
can be important when researching school leader cultural responsivity in Arizona schools and
other educational systems across the country.
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Furthermore, my research is from an ontological point of view where “reality is
subjective and multiple, as seen by participants in the study” and I will use “quotes and themes
in words of participants and provide evidence of different perspectives” (Yilmaz, 2013, p. 316).
My role is to critically examine the experiences, knowledge and behaviors of each principal and
compare my findings vertically and horizontally to gain insight into how the principals promote
improved academic outcomes for their Latino students.
Additionally, the qualitative data will be narrated in the first person and as a researcher, I
will make inferences about the data both inductively and deductively. My qualitative research
will be descriptive and include vivid materials from observations, field notes, historical notes,
physical artifacts, and semi-structured interviews to investigate how principals contribute to the
education of Latino students.
The literature suggests the sociocultural integration of culturally diverse students, coupled
with culturally responsive beliefs, behaviors and practices inculcated by all stakeholders cultivates
a caring and inclusive environment for minority students. Additionally, high quality teaching that
prioritizes language proficiency and promotes bilingual education may promote academic
achievement in Latino students. My research will investigate gaps in literature by exploring how
principals of high performing schools integrate structures and develop culturally and linguistically
responsive teachers to positively impact the outcomes of Latino students.
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Research Sites and Participants
Southwest High School District
Southwest High School District (pseudonym) is one of the largest high school districts in
the United States, and I chose this district because 95% of its students are minority and every
high school in the district has a predominantly Latino population. Although K-12 Latino
students are the fastest growing segment of Arizona’s population and the majority in schools,
they trail the White minority in most education categories including graduation rates (Luna &
Espinoza, 2015). However, this particular school district outperforms the state average in Latino
graduation rates and has a lower percentage of dropouts compared to the state. In 2008, it
adopted the mission statement, Preparing Every Student for Success in College, Career and
Life, and believes the district should actively pursue equity in excellence for all students; all
students can learn; every student can attain personal, academic and intellectual success; and
every student has dignity and worth.”
According to the district’s website (2018), the district is vast; if the K-8 students in its 13
elementary partner schools were included, it would be among the 25 largest school districts in
the United States, with over 110,000 students. The district is diverse and predominantly
Latino/Hispanic, 82%, and 52% of the district’s student home language is Spanish; however, 70
languages are represented in the school district. Although 77.4% of the students are on FRL
benefits, the district is fiscally sound and attracts high quality teachers with attractive salaries;
the district offers the second highest beginning teacher salary in the state at $40,702. The
teachers are highly qualified with more
than 52% of the faculty possessing a masters or higher and 68% of the teachers having 10 or
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more years of teaching experience. The district also offers the lowest student to counselor ratio
in the state, approximately 296:1 while according to Ct.Counseling.org (2017) Arizona has a
student to counselor ratio of 924:1. This is significant because support is necessary to guide the
development of students in a diverse culture as they find their identity and place in society. The
district positively responds to its diversity by providing a multitude of educational options for
its students including:
•

Eleven comprehensive high schools, three specialty small schools and three alternative
schools

•
•

10 magnet programs at six schools, and a magnet high school
Over 30 Career and Technical Education areas of study that 7,500 students are enrolled in
at any one time, and another school that houses 25 programs for half-day vocational
blocks

•

Two schools with the International Baccalaureate Program

•

A new school that focuses on computer coding and technological skills

•

AVID (Advancement Via Individual Determination) college preparatory electives at 11
schools

•

A small alternative school with accelerated, personalized classes that turns students at
risk of dropping out into high school graduates

•

The first Montessori High School program in Arizona

•

Evening School at several sites and free Summer School for continuing students, as well
as incoming 9th graders

•

A full battery of ACT exams for free. Over 5,000 juniors took the ACT College Entrance
Exam in 2016

•

Southwest High School District seniors were offered a record $75,000,000 in
scholarships in 2017
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Two very important achievements in this district have occurred this year and must be
acknowledged because their extraordinary efforts are rarely recognized by the media. First,
there has been little coverage of the fact that one of Southwest High School District schools has
beat the #1 charter school (according to U. S. News and World Report, 2018) in Arizona’s
Academic Decathlon for the past three years, and this year by 6500 points. The other
noteworthy achievement is the robotics team at one of the district’s smaller two-year-old school
that so far, only has freshmen and sophomore students. The school, wanting to gain experience
in robotics competitions, created a team of 9th and 10th graders (including one foreign exchange
student from my participating school, City High) to compete in California, and they won the
Rookie All Star Award at the regional competition, and an invitation to the World
Championships. The district’s success with minority student achievement is vast and deserving
of recognition, yet I find that their efforts are not acknowledged in the media, which emerges as
a theme I investigate in my study.
There are many factors that contribute to academic achievement including high
expectations, academic and emotional support, high quality teachers, cultural and social capital
and a host of others. Although I recognize there is much more to achievement than the two
criteria of graduation and dropout rates, nonetheless, they are two of the main criteria measured
by the state to determine school effectiveness and are accountability requisites. (See Appendix
F). As such, I sought participating schools from this district with these identifying markers the
state deems as high performing. Because, the district outperforms the state averages and also
shows continuous improvement in achievement for Latino students, I used a purposive criterion
sample selection and chose two high school principals, one from a comprehensive school with
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more than 2,100 students and a small school with 310 students. I seek to explore how their
beliefs, practices and structures lead to successful outcomes for their students:
•

BridgesSchool- a National Blue-Ribbon School specializes in public safety careers
such as law enforcement, firefighting and emergency medical services. ”A” Performing
School 2011-16; U.S. News & World Report Best High School 2014-Bronze; 2015Silver; 2016-Bronze

•

City High School-Awarded Best Large School of the Year, 2017 by its district; offers
instruction in four languages; opportunities for world travel; emphasis on student
diversity and access to opportunities for higher education
Data Methods

Interviews
I performed semi-structured interviews with each of the principals as they “are more
consistent with the CCS approach because they more fully attend to the processural nature of
conversation and the social dimensions of knowledge production” (Bartlett & Vavrus, 20176, p.
55). Semi-structured interviews allow actors to respond to questions about opinion, behavior,
values, experiences and knowledge providing researchers with in-depth information (p. 56). It
is assumed that these narratives supply researchers with more information about social events
than quantitative approaches with traditional scales (Creswell, 2009). Merriam (2009) explains
further, “The task of the phenomenologist, then, is to depict the essence or basic structure of
experience” (p. 25). However, there are weaknesses that can result from the interview process
including biases and reflexivity, “the fact that the researcher is part of the world he or she
studies—is a powerful and inescapable influence; what the informant says is always influenced
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by the interviewer and the interview situation” (Hammersely & Atkinson, 1995). Moreover,
reflexivity can cause the interviewee to answer questions with what the interviewer wants to
hear (Yin, 2009). Therefore, as a researcher, I must be continuously reflexive and aware of the
biases that may occur from my own educational leadership experiences.
To begin the process, I interviewed the principals in their offices and audio recorded the
interviews. I conducted these semi-structured interviews with an interpretative lens that allows
for in-depth inquiry into culturally responsivity which is a “phenomenon in real-life context”
(Merriam, 2009). Then, I transcribed the data; I reviewed the interview transcriptions and noted
comments for linguistic, descriptive and conceptual similarities and differences (Smith, Flowers
& Larkin, 2009). Once I completed the interview transcriptions, I shared the data with the
principals, and allowed them to make clarifications and adjustments. As themes emerged
relevant to my study, other categories surfaced leading me to different literature and will be
discussed in my findings.
Observations
I observed the principals at their school sites in Southwest High School District after
receiving written informed consents from the IRB (Appendix B), their district office (Appendix
A, and from the principals themselves (Appendix D). The study investigated the principals and
their interactions with teachers, students, and parents to analyze their beliefs and behaviors. I
observed district and faculty meetings, professional learning communities, ELL, ESS, and
social studies classes as well as parent and administration meetings, and other school activities
and functions to collect rich data from multiple observational perspectives. Participant
observation provides the opportunity to observe as a “trusted person” (Glesne, 2011, p. 63.)
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Further, I was able to build rapport and develop a relationship with the principals while
investigating connections between the principals’ behaviors and narratives, and my field notes.
Active observation provided insight into the practices and beliefs that contribute to
equity in education for Latino students, as well as the barriers that prevent them from achieving
their fullest potential. Through observations with the principal, other key members of the
learning communities shared openly which enriched the data. Additionally, I took notes and
kept record of every interaction and event during the observations. Although there is concern
that ‘the interdependency between the observer and the observed may bring changes in both
parties’ behaviors” (Merriam, 1998, p. 103), I was mindful of the effect when interpreting data.
Important to note, my research study lasted four months and I spent at least two hours
per session on campus; sometimes, I attended the same school twice in one day. In the end, I
spent about twice as much time on the comprehensive high school campus as I spent at the
small specialty campus, which resulted in my access to more faculty and staff observations and
interactions.
Field Notes
Glesne (2011) believes field notes should be both descriptive and analytic and that it is
best to write down the notes soon after observations while details are fresh in the mind. She
suggests jotting notes about conversations, settings, interactions and conversations. Reflections
are important and should be written down in the field nots. The descriptions allow the research
to explore patterns and emergent themes. Glesne also explains how researchers have an
opportunity to explore their own biases during the field note process. Hence, my field notes
were a way to gather information for my research that gave insight into what the principals were
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saying, thinking and doing, as well as the responses of all stakeholders involved, and it was my
responsibility to be detailed, specific and aware during the compilation process, avoiding my
own biases and assumptions as much as possible. More on bias and assumption is detailed
further under trustworthiness and credibility section.
School artifacts
Often times, what is seen on school walls, in classrooms, and in school and other
newspapers, are artifacts that depict a picture of the school climate and community that can
confirm what is seen and heard in observations and interviews, or provide an alternate view.
Yin (2009) adds that physical artifacts can be “insightful into cultural features” (p. 102). Hence,
pictures and other artifacts were collected from the schools to enhance the findings of my
research and can be found in Appendices J, K, L and M.
Historical Notes
To address the transversal axis of CCS, it was important to trace the evolution of district
policy specific to Latino education in Arizona by investigating its historical roots to understand
the current conditions that exist today. Bartlett & Vavrus (2016) purport “historical analysis
provides an essential opportunity to contrast how things have changed over time and to consider
what has remained the same in one locale or across much broader scales. Such historical
comparison reveals important insights about the flexible cultural, social, political, and economic
systems humans have developed and sustained over time” (p. 89). Thus, documents from the
school sites, public information from the web, and historical information found pertinent to the
context of Latino students at these institutions were reviewed and collected. These historical
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notes provide a comparative perspective of past and present policies and examine how they
have changed, been negotiated or resisted, to improve Latino education.
Researcher Positionality
My researcher identity is in part, a culmination of my experiences as a daughter of two
teachers and my own personal experiences as an educator and administrator. Even though I grew
up as the youngest of six in a low middle-class family, my parents believed travel and education
to be the most critical experiences for children, and so I learned about diversity and culture at a
young age. Living in Spain on scholarship as a teenager allowed me to view the world differently
from my White privilege position in the States and acquiring a second language proved to be
beneficial in my experiences as an educator and administrator.
As a teacher, my identity empathizes with the teachers and leaders who are inundated
with accountability mandates, prescriptive curricula, evaluations, over testing of their students,
Common Core, and now ESSA. The teaching profession is very difficult and stressful, and the
monetary reward is minimal; as an educator, I am aware of the daunting task of fulfilling all the
obligations in addition to the instruction: the planning, grading, testing, preparing, revising, and
guiding involved to be an effective teacher. I understand how teachers and leaders must
scramble daily to meet state and district mandates and other requirements imposed upon them.
However, my awareness of the constraints, the unrealistic paperwork, and the host of ineffective
mandates allows me to approach observations and interactions with an experienced lens.
Another aspect of my identity has developed as an educational leader. Being a principal
for a Title 1 school with a high Latino/high poverty population, I was aware of my class-lived
positionality. Many of the families had difficulties finding jobs, homes, clothing and food and
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their plight affected their children, our students. By communicating with them in Spanish, I
developed relationships with students and their families, and our school aided Latino families
with housing, clothing, and food; we also focused on higher educational opportunities for our
students and witnessed many first-generation high school graduates advance to university and
college on scholarship. As such, I have witnessed first-hand, the policies and structures in public
schools that continue to marginalize Latino students and my experience has driven me to
research and discover approaches that may improve educational outcomes for Latino students.
I’ve also become personally aware of the feelings that result from being an outsider.
When I became a doctoral student, I was confronted with marginalization because of my
White female identity. Being the minority in classes brought discomfort, but also clarity; I was
an outsider. I had experienced being a minority a few times in my life, but never understood why
I felt uncomfortable and afraid. Participating in deep and difficult dialogue with minoritized
doctoral students who have felt the fear and discomfort from being marginalized their entire lives
at the hands of a White dominant society produced clarity and empathy to their position. Being
White automatically categorizes me into a class of privilege, but also labels me as a part of the
problem, White domination. The experience has shaped me to be more empathetic to minority
populations and to commit myself to improving inequity in education; if I am not a part of the
solution, I am a part of the problem.
Further, as a White female researcher, I am aware of my positionality in relation to the
problem I am researching: a majority/minority of marginalized Latino students in a White
dominant social construct where my role may be viewed as one of power (Best, 2003, p. 896).
“How can I authorize myself to construct accounts of groups who often sit in positions,
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subordinate to our own?” (p. 897). Best (2003) also reminds us that Whiteness is socially
constructed and therefore changes in space and time. Thus, “Racial identities of the researcher
and researched are mobilized through qualitative research practice by focusing on the particular
ways Whiteness gets articulated by both ‘Whites’ and folks of ‘of color’…wherein Whiteness
as a category of identity is not simply managed but also made meaningful” (p. 908). As a White
researcher, I must be critically aware of my presence and position, and allow my subjects to
control how they choose to position themselves in the research process. I hope that my
experience working as a principal and my ability to communicate in Spanish will provide some
common ground.
Additionally, it is important to note that Santamaria & Santamaria (2012) suggest that
White researchers and leaders can and do make significant contributions to educational
leadership and choose “to lead in culturally, linguistically, ethnically and socio-economically
diverse situations out of responsibility…These individuals are considered allies in efforts for
social justice and educational equity” (p. 34). Thus, I seek to utilize my privilege in ways that
can contribute and intersect with the work from researchers of color. Although my perspective
is different, I choose to challenge the inequities in our educational system and share in the effort
to evoke change.
Lastly, I must be critically reflective and aware of this dynamic and maintain impartiality
so as not to distort findings. With careful consideration of the research-subject relationship, my
role will be participant observer as I would like to immerse myself into the culture to observe as
much as possible about the setting and the educators. However, the degree to which I can be a
participant is out of my control as Glesne (2011) explains how the role is not solely determined
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by my position as researcher but determined through interactions. It is a process of negotiation
between the researcher and those being researched. Thus, my role is shaped through the
interactions with the principals and other members of the school community. My intention as
researcher is to accurately record principals’ experiences, behaviors and beliefs as well as
document authentic interactions between the principals and teachers, and other stakeholders.
Data Analysis
I employed traditional methods of qualitative analysis with an interrelated process
between the interviews, observations, field data, and the literature to identify relationships that
connect the data. I analyzed the interview transcripts first inductively and then deductively, and
coded and compared by key words, phrases, and themes, “Qualitative researchers code to
discern themes, patterns, processes, and to make comparisons and build theoretical
explanations” (Glesne, 2011, p. 194). Then, I connected their responses to my research
questions. Every session at school resulted in copious notes that I began to color code
thematically. The iterative process continued through the four months of observations including
professional learning community meetings, staff and administration meetings, parent
gatherings, observations of classes and student life on campus, principal-student and principalteacher interactions, and walk-throughs. Thus, I used coding as a method to understand and
categorize data that were structured in a matrix connected to my research questions. According
to Saldana (2013), qualitative analysis requires at least two cycles of coding and should begin
with the first collection of data. For my study, there were many cycles as I gathered data first
from each school and then for comparison. I used open coding for the first cycle to determine
general codes and themes that emerged from the data. Then, I analyzed the data more deeply
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through axial coding that involved “relating categories of information to the central
phenomenon category” (Creswell, 2009, p. 237). In other words, it was a method of analysis
used to find connections between concepts and categories that support or interrogate findings
from prior research (Saldana, 2013). Interestingly, other themes emerged, shedding light to
crucial factors that directly impact and influence educational leadership and may inform and
reimagine the future of culturally responsive practices for school leaders.
Important to note, as I researched the two schools, my lens organically shifted back and
forth from an academic’s perspective to one of practitioner, and the interplay allowed for two
very different perspectives to culminate into deep analysis of theory applied practice and a
synthesis of both lenses contributing to my findings, and later, recommendations. Additionally,
throughout the four months of research, I discussed the data with the principals to allow
clarification and provide a better contextual understanding of connections and themes as they
developed. As a result, I followed an iterative and inductive process to code the notes and
interview transcripts that included analyzing text line by line, identifying emergent patterns, and
developing a CCS framework to link themes and connections from the horizontal and vertical
axes into an organized matrix. To clarify, I compared the principals’ behaviors, beliefs and
practices as well as school sites and structures horizontally; next, I examined the
implementation of district policy vertically. Lastly, I analyzed Arizona’s educational policy
historically on the transversal axis. Throughout the research, I compared data to theory and
literature while checking for gaps or support of literature while maintaining awareness of the
limitations of my small study.
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Critical to my study is the reminder, “Comparative case studies require intellectual
dexterity and methodological flexibility; they demand a regular review of the data collected to
date and an analysis of emergent findings while the research is underway (as opposed to waiting
until data collection is completed); and they necessitate thinking of research as composed of
phases so that one phase can inform methodological decisions for the next phase” (Bartlett &
Vavrus, 2016, p. 115). Data analysis is an iterative process in comparative case studies, a
reminder of the process and fluid nature of comparing cases that worked well with my
contrasting analysis of two lenses.
Trustworthiness and Credibility
To prevent threats to validity, I tested whether my conclusions were valid by
crystallization or triangulation, using information from interviews, field notes, and observation
notes. I also had informal dialogue with my participants and accepted their feedback and
theories on generalizations from the data, “Participants have far more experience with these
things that you are studying than you do and may have important insight into what is going on
that you can miss if you don’t take their theories seriously” (Maxwell, 2013, p.52). This
method also assisted me in identifying biases or data that could potentially skew my findings.
Lastly, I attempted to remain impartial both during data collection and data analysis, to prevent
my opinions from drawing premature conclusions. For example, when one of the principals was
initially very guarded, I wrongfully assumed I would not be able to collect rich data from him or
his school. Ultimately, learning why the principal was reticent to participate in the study led me
to a deeper understanding of the complex nature of culturally responsive leadership in Arizona.
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Member Checking
Member checking is a data verification technique in qualitative research that allows the
participants to check for accuracy in the data collected (Maxwell, 2013). Guba & Lincoln
(1985) consider member checks to be the single most important provision to increase credibility
in a study including checks for accuracy of language and intention of subjects. However, they
also believe trustworthiness of a research study is imperative to evaluate its worth and involves
establishing credibility or 'truth' of the findings and confirmability, a level of neutrality to which
the results of a study are grounded by the subjects' words, thoughts and actions, and not biased
by the researcher's personal interest or motivation (Guba & Lincoln, 1985).
As I observed principals’ interactions, I took notes and had each principal review my
interpretations. The principals had a voice to interpret their own interactions. I used my
experience as a principal to develop credibility and except for teacher observations, the depth
and breadth of stakeholders I was able to observe widened observations with other stakeholders.
As the primary source for data collection, I was mindful of biases that could emerge. Creswell
(2009) reminds us of the challenges of being the researcher and our direct involvement that
could result in bias. As such, I ensured the principals had multiple opportunities to review and
clarify my notes, transcripts and other data collected.
Limitations
Limitations of my study include the small sampling that is not generalizable, and access. I
explained to both principals that I wanted to observe their interactions with teachers and
students, including class observations. However, most of the planned in-class were cancelled. I
would show up for a classroom observation, and the principal would mention the teacher was
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not comfortable with other people observing him/her in the classroom. Other times I would
arrive, and the principals had changed their schedules, so I would participate in unexpected
meetings or given opportunities to interview other stakeholders. The limited access did not
prevent me from following through with my study, but it limited my opportunity to complete
a thorough investigation of culturally relevant teaching to determine evidence of quality
teaching. Additionally, the political climate in Arizona was extremely volatile at the time of this
study which may have made the political theme more prominent as a result. Lastly, I am aware
of the biases that can result from my own educational background and experience that can
influence my interpretation of the data; however, I tried my best to remain cognizant of the
potential bias and maintain impartiality and allow data to stand on its own without my
validation or opinion.
CHAPTER IV: LATINO STUDENT EXPERIENCES IN A SMALL SCHOOL
With the increasingly diverse student population, school leaders must acknowledge the
multicultural perspectives that come with diversity and develop culturally responsive practices
to effectively impact their students’ educational experience and ensure academic success. This
chapter seeks to identify the beliefs and behaviors of two secondary school principals who lead
high performing campuses, and the role they play in improving the outcomes of Latino students.
The chapter provides an overview of the two case studies: Principal Bustamante, Bridges High
School, and Principal Contreras, City High School. To ensure confidentiality, pseudonyms are
used to describe the participants and their schools.
The primary focus of this study is to understand the beliefs and behaviors of two
Arizona high school principals whose predominantly Latino students are graduating and staying
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in school at higher rates than the state averages. Utilizing the data collected through interviews,
observations, meetings, notes and artifacts, I addressed the following questions:
1. What are the beliefs of high school principals to ensure Latino students have a
positive educational experience?
a. How do they approach deficit thinking on their campuses?
b. What behaviors do the principals exhibit that evidence critical consciousness?
Structures? Practices?
2. How do principals define high quality teaching? What data on their campuses
evidence high quality teaching?
a. Language as a resource?
3.

How do the principals ensure Latino students have access to equitable education?

To illuminate my findings, I relied on the direct quotes of the principals to clearly
articulate their beliefs and practices. Additionally, I gathered data from other sources, including
staff members to clarify and triangulate the findings. Both high schools are situated in the
downtown area of one of the largest urban cities in the United States with more than one million
Latino residents. The context gives insight into the institutional structures of two Arizona public
schools that provide education to the fastest growing segment of the student population and a
deeper understanding of the implicit and explicit ways school leaders provide Latino students
access to high quality and equitable education.
Case Study #1 Bridges High School
Bridges High School (a pseudonym), once an elementary school established in 1952 and
now a protected historical site, is a college preparatory that first opened its doors in 2007 with
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the first graduating class having 26 students. Since then, the school has grown, and the most
recent graduating class had 76 members. The school is situated in a once impoverished area of
downtown where evidence of gentrification is visible throughout the neighborhoods (See
Appendix L). Students from all over the city complete the application process to attend the
highly regarded school. Another unique aspect of the campus is its mandatory uniforms policy,
and it is the only school in the district in which students are required to wear them.
The Bridges High School student population of 310 students is predominantly Hispanic
(as identified on the website) and the school maintains a 100% graduation rate and an extremely
low dropout rate of .3%. Males outnumber females by 12% and the campus is considered a Title
1 school with 87% of the students enrolled in the National Student Lunch Program (NSLP), a
free or reduced lunch program that is used to gauge the level of poverty of the school’s students.
The faculty of 22 is comprised of mostly White teachers, with an additional 10 support staff,
one counselor and the principal. The school has an extended day compared to the rest of the
schools in the district, with school beginning at 7:35 a.m. and ending at 4:20 p.m. Because of its
emphasis on college and career readiness, the small school does not offer organized sports or
performing arts; however, students may participate on teams from other schools in the district.
Still, the school successfully develops a sense of belonging amongst the students due, in part, to
the faculty who have created many clubs including Music, Spanish, Hiking, Running, and
Mountain Biking; one Bridges’ parent even started a softball team.
The school has a unique ritual, formation, that is done at the beginning and dismissal
time of each school day. All students and faculty congregate in the courtyard with military
straight rows and follow commands leading to the pledge, announcements, words of
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encouragement, and incantations of the code of conduct by which they live—respect,
responsibility, accountability and integrity. They model the behavior expected in the work place
of public service, but also, they promote belongingness and success in a caring and loving
environment. The principal speaks directly to the students reminding them that they are
supported and loved, and the staff truly cares about them and is available whenever they are
needed. Often during formation, the principal and faculty dole out praise for worthy students.
For example, when a student is accepted into a college or university, he/she has the honor to
ring an old distinguished bell in front of the formation while their peers yell and applaud
enthusiastically. On another occasion, a costume contest for spirit week afforded winning
students prizes and praise from their peers. During a recent formation, a retired teacher who
substitutes at Bridges High School enthusiastically shared the importance of achieving goals,
breaking bricks with his bare hands to demonstrate what needs to be done when an obstacle
presents itself. I found myself feeling motivated by the intensity and passion as well as the
reaction of the students. Positive acknowledgement, consideration, and praise, including fist
bumps, are ingrained into the school culture.
There is something very special about this school’s culture. When I visited the campus
for the very first time, one of the female students immediately approached me, introduced
herself, and asked if I needed assistance. While directing me to the office, she walked with me,
courteously opening doors along the way, and shared what she felt were some of the positive
aspects of the school, “Rigorous, demanding, high expectations.” Once at the office, she
wished me well and thanked me for visiting her campus. Her impeccable manners and cheerful
interaction left a lasting impression, but I soon realized that her behavior was not an isolated
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incident. Every visit presented different students befriending me, opening doors, and wishing
me well. Later, I found out that respect and courtesy are crucial qualities that the school faculty
and staff emphasize and develop in their students as future public safety personnel, and the
campus exudes pride in their beliefs of respect, responsibility, accountability and integrity.
The figures below provide descriptions of the students, student families, and faculty and
staff. Figure 3 describes the school demographic by race. Figure 4 explains the percentage of
students from low income families based on their participation in the free/reduced lunch
program. Figure 5 identifies the percentage of male and female students at Bridges; and Figure
6 provides general information about the teachers and counselor to student ratio.
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Figure 3

Figure 5
Figure 4

Figure 6

Figures 3-6, Bridges High School Demographic Information for Students and Teachers (Great Schools, 2015)

Principal Bustamante
Principal Bustamante is a Hispanic male who has been the leader of Bridges High
School for seven years. At the beginning of my study, he was skeptical about his participation.
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In his own words, he was “very guarded” and worried about the reputation of the school even
though the research is confidential. He continued, “Obviously people will know it is Bridges
because it is the only public safety school in the state.” Eventually he became receptive to the
study and was very open and forthright in interviews and observations; yet, I never received an
opportunity to enter or observe classes at Bridges High School. However, I was able to be
present and observe teacher meetings, parent meetings, and one-on-one teacher/principal
meetings. I also had informal conversations with the students and teachers about the school.
In sharing his background, Principal Bustamante explained he had been an Assistant
Principal and Athletic Director within the same school district for many years prior. He set his
sights on Bridges High School as a place where he could hopefully, eventually end up after
spending a few years elsewhere as a principal. When the former principal of Bridges planned to
retire, the Superintendent offered him the position and Mr. Bustamante enthusiastically
accepted, first, as interim principal and now the permanent leader. Principal Bustamante
believes his athletic background serves him well for his leadership position:
My expectations for our student athletes were that you are our ambassadors. You
represent us on the field and off the field and every time you wear that jersey, you
represent us; even when you don’t wear that jersey, you represent us. So, carrying that
forward to here, when you look at public safety as a whole, police officers take an oath
and they are there to serve and protect 24/7, whether they are on duty or not. It’s the same
for fire fighters that call to serve the public, that public duty to serve our community. So,
bringing that [to this school environment] was really easy to do.
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Principal Bustamante shares his family background to explain how his experiences have
shaped his leadership. His mother was one of 14 children and as a result, he has about 50
cousins. Out of the 50 cousins, 10 have high school diplomas, 10 are incarcerated, and he is the
only one with post-secondary education, which include an associate’s, a bachelor’s and a
master’s degree. He says that similar statistics describe his father’s side of the family, and that if
it were not for his mother’s love and care and his post-secondary education, he would not lead a
successful life, “I am the one percent, one out of a hundred, in my family to get a college
education, and my goal is to find a scholarship for every single graduate at Bridges High
School.” Principal Bustamante beams with pride when he speaks of the successes of his
students and school. Because of his background, he is acutely aware of the specific difficulties
that confront his student population, and he is passionate to use his experience to guide his
practice, develop lofty goals, and no doubt, achieve them.
Culturally Responsive Beliefs and Behaviors
Educators are responsible for learning about their students’ lived experiences and
culture (critical consciousness), so their children can learn and achieve to the best of their
ability (high expectations). However, to do so requires acknowledging cultural differences as
assets and confronting societal and individual biases and assumptions that often inform teacher
and leader practice. Once these deficit notions are addressed, educators learn the adverse effects
of deficit thinking in education and develop their mindset to promote asset-based practices for
their students.
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Deficit Thinking
Deficit thinking negatively impacts minority students, yet its prevalence continues to
permeate the public-school system and our society at large. During a discussion with Principal
Bustamante on teacher practices, we agreed that practices that blame students, their culture, or
their language for lack of achievement is deficit thinking, but when asked how teachers develop
the knowledge of intercultural skills to ensure they are applied in the classroom, he responded:
I have never thought about what we do as asset-based or deficit-- only because what we
do is focus on what is right for the kids. Period. So, with the teachers that we have, it is
what is right for the kids, so we look for interventions. If they need help, what kind of
help do they need? If someone is not coming to school, we have attendance ladies to
really help us to understand the “why” behind their absence or the “why” their behavior.
So, it is funny to hear you say that about the deficit mentality--it isn’t a part of [our
school]. I am not naïve to think it isn’t around, but I can tell you it doesn’t exist here. Our
teachers truly care about our kids, care about their success, and do whatever they can to
ensure that.
Although deficit thinking is not acknowledged at Bridges High School, it is still a theme
of my study.
Critical Consciousness
Principal Bustamante demonstrates a close connection to his students, but also, he is
critically aware that they share his similar background and ethnicity. He is cognizant of the need
for consideration of the monolingual Spanish speaking parents, and he ensures there is Spanish
speaking staff present when holding conferences and meetings with them. Additionally, he
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exhibits critical consciousness in the way he addresses the students every day during formation,
reminding them of unconditional love, care, and support. Moreover, Principal Bustamante uses
his educational experiences and background to shape his leadership practice. His self-awareness
is integral to the development of a caring and respectful campus where his minority students
can count on authority figures and share a safe space to learn and grow.
Furthermore, Principal Bustamante is aware of the cultural context of his campus.
Recently, he attended a Love and Logic seminar and was excited about the prospect of
implementing it schoolwide because of discipline being centered on love. However, when he
found out that one of the integral parts of the program includes the parents, he immediately
dismissed the idea because the program does not offer the parent section in Spanish.
Ultimately, his awareness of the context of his student population ruled out the prospect of
implementing the Love and Logic program on his campus because it would exclude the
participation of his Spanish dominant parents.
High Quality Teaching
Principal Bustamante views his teachers as the major strength of the school, “We have
teachers who are passionate about our kids, who love kids, who care about kids, and want them
to succeed in life. They share the same heart and passion that I have for kids, their education,
and their future as a whole.” He emphasizes the “power of relationship” and explains, “Our
teachers make an organic connection with students.” Principal Bustamante speaks highly of his
faculty:
The teachers focus on what is right for our kids. I mean at the end of the day, I am
so proud of our staff. You know, even though there is a professional work day,
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loving kids doesn’t stop at the end of the professional work day. Teaching kids
doesn’t stop at the end of the professional work day. Caring for kids doesn’t stop
at the end of the professional work day. Our teachers understand our passion and
our reason, and our why? And our why is for our kids’ success. Ah! We have
some awesome teachers!
In discussing how to develop high quality teaching, Principal Bustamante
divulges he has a professional development specialist who provides sessions on topics
such as differentiation, student engagement, student-teacher engagement, and real time
assessments:
How can we check for understanding? Instead of the thumbs up, thumbs down,
real time assessments, probing questions...in addition, we look at data. This
morning we looked at our grade level PLC’s, and we talk about students. We look
at the bottom quartile students, we look at the D and F report. We look at what we
have done. What are the interventions that we’ve done and probably haven’t done
to ensure our students are getting the support necessary to be successful in class?
Principal Bustamante includes highly qualified teachers as key to high quality teaching.
The school district has the second highest teacher salary in the state, and this attracts teachers to
the district. It allows him to be very selective in hiring to ensure his teachers are highly
qualified, (most with master’s degrees) and highly experienced (95% have at least three years of
teaching experience). Additionally, Principal Bustamante states, “All the teachers share the
same philosophy of high expectations for every student,” and the belief that “every child can
and will succeed” as evidenced by the annual 100% graduation rate. He adds that teacher
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positions in the school are highly sought after because the school is successful; the environment
is caring and collegial, and once teachers are hired, they stay. He adds that teachers seek to
work at Bridges High School even though they do not have any positions to fill.
High Expectations
Principal Bustamante has goals for his students beyond high school, “I want students to
be successful in their—well, our mission is, preparing every student for success in college
career and life, and so, how do you break the cycle of poverty? You break the cycle of poverty
through education, through higher education. Studies show that’s how you do it. I certainly
wouldn’t be here if I didn’t pursue a higher education, and I want that for all my students.”
High expectations are prevalent in every encounter with Principal Bustamante. Whether
it is during formations, his interactions with students reminding them to reach their goals, or
faculty and parent meetings, high expectations are tightly woven into the culture of Bridges
High School. Parents approve of the high standards of excellence at the school, “They have
high expectations and they push the students toward success,” one mother commented. Another
father added, “I like the discipline and the expectation for the students to be respectful. I am
seeing that good behavior at home.”
Although high expectations typically connect to the notion of academics, at Bridges
High School the students are expected to live by a code of conduct that inculcates the
characteristics of public safety servitude, and the adults on campus model the expectations. The
twice daily formations reinforce the discipline, the code of conduct, and the reminder to live by
the Bridge’s family code of conduct: Be respectful, responsible, and accountable; live your life
with integrity.
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Nurturing a Culture of Care
The faculty and staff at Bridges High School exude a culture of care and clearly model
behavior that demonstrates this care through staying after school to work with students, their
interactions with the students, and the many in-depth discussions about doing whatever it takes
to make students successful. Often parents provide a perspective that differs from what one
observes on a campus; this is not the case at Bridges High School. As a participant observer of
multiple parent meetings with Principal Bustamante, the parents are forthright in discussing
their experiences at the school and are genuinely pleased with the sense of care exhibited by
him and the teachers. One commented, “The teachers and everyone want to be here. They love
the kids.” Another mentioned, “If your son needs help, they will give you help any time, even
on Saturdays.” Still another remarked, “At other schools they get left behind, but not here. They
are treated like family.”
Through many observations of faculty related meetings, I listened to the teachers’
conversations that revolved around the students—concerns about their home life, immigration,
transportation to and from school, food, and housing. In fact, one of the teachers started a food
bank at the school where students and their families freely accept the assistance as it has
become a normalized part of the school culture— helping and caring for each other. The small
school makes a concerted effort to include the family in the educational community and offers
free medical and legal services as well. Principal Bustamante contends the education of students
extends to include the students’ families.
Sociocultural Integration
One profound piece of evidence of sociocultural integration in the form of a course
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offering was found during a meeting in which I participated with Principal Bustamante and his
World Language department head, Mr. Lang. They discussed a class, Spanish for Public Safety,
and I discovered Mr. Lang had developed the course, which is the first of its kind in the country.
Principal Bustamante explained the arduous process of creating a new course. Over three years,
Mr. Lang had to first write a proposal for district review, and then he had to await district
approval before beginning to design the course. Next, Mr. Lang had to build a class course and
syllabus that aligned to the state standards and again, await district approval. Finally, it was
approved and implemented at Bridges High School. Now, not only are the students assured of
completing a fire or police certification by the time they graduate, they also have the
opportunity to take the Public Safety Spanish course that provides a unique skill to the students.
The class instills social responsibility while offering students the opportunity to contribute as
members of their community, whereby integrating and applying their public safety knowledge
in Spanish to their predominantly Latino community.
Principal Bustamante also provides multiple opportunities for his students’ families to
meet with him and gain knowledge about the school. Doughnuts with the Principal occurs each
semester to allow parents to ask Principal Bustamante specific questions, make suggestions, and
be a part of the school community. However, last summer, Principal Bustamante reflected on
parent involvement and determined his students needed more attention from their parents. As a
result, this year he designed and implemented a Parent Involvement Team (P.I.T.) to increase
parent communication and involvement with student academics on a monthly basis. He
explained his analogy of race car drivers, how drivers have a pit crew who assist them to
success, and he felt a parent group with the same focus on successful academics would be
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helpful for his families. He established the group as a way to demystify the educational system,
aid for navigating college applications and FAFSA, and to create a pathway for the families and
students to feel like members of the Bridges family.
Additionally, Bridges High School provides avenues for students and their families to
receive free medical check-ups and treatment, counseling, and legal representation for DACA
and undocumented students; it also extends these services to community members, including
the food bank on campus founded by a teacher at the school.
Bridges High School also offers a free program for their female students to work with
female leaders in public safety during the summer. The two-week seminar is a way for girls to
participate in the public safety community and empowers the students to visualize and realize
their dreams in law enforcement and fire safety. The American Dream Academy is another
program designed to assist families in accessing the tools and confidence to ensure their
children have success in high school and post-secondary education.
Politics and Safety
During my four-months of data collection, there were both National and local issues that
affected the Bridges High School community and as a result, two themes emerged: politics and
safety. Two major school shootings occurred, one in Florida killing 17, mostly students, on
February 14, 2018, and another in Texas killing 10, many fellow students, on May 18, 2018.
Understandably, the violent attacks rocked the Nation, and students all over the country were
stunned, shaken, and feared for their own safety. Adding to the terror from both state and
federal levels, there is legislation in motion that can remove the protective immigration status of
the Latino population as well as strip the opportunities of Dreamers in Arizona to access higher
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education as local residents with in-state tuition rates. Principal Bustamante expressed how
politics are affecting his students:
Obviously, they are aware of the political climate; they are aware of the divisive rhetoric
out there, and they are aware that some individuals at the political level, the local level,
National level, have issues with certain types of students. How does that affect the psyche
of an individual who feels that they are not wanted? The damage when you hear it on the
radio, when you see it in the media, the newscast…that effects people. We know what
words can do. We know the power of words... But, at the end of it all, our students still
come, and they know that this is a safe place and a supportive environment, and they are
free from that.
Principal Bustamante contends the school has to be a secure space for the students and
strives to maintain a caring and supportive environment where the students feel safe.
The teachers expressed political and safety concerns that overshadow their work as
educators. When talking to a faculty member, he described the chilling effect that has occurred
on the campus due to the current political administration. Because immigration and DACA
laws are in such a state of flux, the issues have caused tension, and unease on the campus and
students are “acting out” and fear their parents will be deported. Another teacher questioned,
“How can I expect my students to be engaged in class when they are worried ICE is coming
after their parents, their uncle, their cousin?” A ten-year veteran faculty member explained that
families are making the choice to leave the country as a pre-emptive measure; they want to keep
their families safe. Another teacher shared, “A parent asked me today if using the light rail to
get to school is safe for her daughter...I won’t even use it.” The teacher’s proclamation of the
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light rail being unsafe for her own personal use confirms the growing safety concern of the
city’s mass transit system, especially for Latino students.
Another example of the current political climate impacting the school environment
involves social media. One faculty member who has additional administrative duties that
include safety shared with me a recent issue that occurred with one of Bridges High School
students. It had been an especially volatile time regarding DACA legislation. Aside from the
question of whether or not Dreamers would be protected to stay in this country, DACA students
were awaiting a court ruling to determine whether college students in Arizona would maintain
their in-state tuition. The court ruled against the students and social media was inundated with
comments from people on both sides of the heated issue. At the same time, whether or not the
issue was related, a student from Bridges High voiced his opinion on social media. Although
the incident did not occur on the campus, his social media post was perceived as a direct threat
against President Trump and the Secret Service were sent to the school to investigate. In the
end, the Secret Service were impressed by the school’s quick action in completing a threat
assessment, following protocol, and they commended the school members involved for their
appropriate response. Still, the incident shows unintended consequences that can result from
social media posts, and how politics and safety issues have become important matters that now
require continuous and effective oversight from school leaders.
Access to Equitable Educational Opportunities
Educational institutions have a responsibility to ensure their policies and structures
provide all students equitable access to opportunities, so they may take full advantage of their
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education. Principal Bustamante explains that any student can attend Bridges, even those
outside of the district, but they must complete a comprehensive assessment of math and writing:
I’m transparent in terms of our enrollment procedure. You know what? You have to be at
grade level when it comes to math because we don’t offer an Algebra with a lab because
we just don’t have the facilities or the resources to offer that, or pre-Algebra...Do all of
them come at grade level? No, but, close to. I mean many of our students come needing
additional support and resources for math. Reading as well...It’s more of a writing
sample, so there isn’t a test that they have to pass to come, it’s just a writing sample, and
we want to know what kind of resources and support they are going to need, and whether
we can or not.
Same thing with IEP’s. So, we have our ESS instructor in addition to the district’s
facilitator as well to help navigate through the IEP to see if it is something we can
accommodate because the last thing we need to do is actually to set up a student for
failure. Just like success breeds success, well failure is so hard. So, that’s what we don’t
want to do is set students up for failure. We certainly want to do right by them and ensure
that they have the right support that they need to be successful in school. So, we ask
students to do a writing sample in addition to a reading example...and it gives us a grade
level, a lexile. If they are too far, if their reading level is at a one lexile, because of the
resources, so what we say is maybe a year at a comprehensive high school where they
have the support, then they can come back.
Another point to consider is ELL students and when interviewing Principal Bustamante,
the question of English Language Learners came up because of the high percentage (90%) of
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Latino students at Bridges and the admissions requirement of reading and writing assessments
that would be difficult for ELL students to complete. Principal Bustamante explains:
We have ELL students who have been reclassified. We don’t have the SEI program or
the block and that is one of the things that hurts us in terms of, I would wish to service
everybody, but reality is that we can’t. And that is one of the things I actually hate, and I
am transparent about that-we recently had our Open House and part of my speech is that
sometimes there are no’s and I hate saying no because especially where I started, my
teaching career where we accepted everybody, we accepted those who were kicked out,
long term suspended, expelled, what have you.
Principal Bustamante is aware that the policy restricts some students from attending his
school and although he hates it, the policy is enforced.
To clarify his response, ELL students who are reclassified have completed an English
program, either SEI or EL block and have tested out of the program by proving English
proficiency through AZELLA testing, Arizona’s ELL assessment program. As an educator in
Arizona for many years, I am well-aware of the state law that requires English Language
Learners to participate in Sheltered English Immersion for four hours per day. I will explain
how Bridges High School is able to negotiate this policy and not follow the Arizona mandate in
my CCS analysis on the vertical axis.
Although Bridges High School is a small school, administration strives to provide their
students with opportunities to enroll in Advanced Placement, Honors, and Dual Enrollment
classes. However, students must be recommended by a teacher or Instructional Leader to gain
access.
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Ultimately, once students are a member of the Bridges family, the school’s goal is to
provide as many opportunities as possible for the students to be successful:
[By] providing students the opportunity to change their future and their family’s future. I
know every parent wants their son and/or daughter to be successful, to do better than
them, and I know our parents are passionate about that, and that’s why parents select
Bridges because I don’t know if you noticed our college acceptance wall. We celebrate
that, the scholarship wall. Our bottom line is student success, student achievement,
whether it is academic, of course the majority is academic, but it is also social and
emotional so what does that look like? So, providing the necessary supports, resources
and interventions for them to see the academic success and the social-emotional
[success].

Case Study #1: Conclusion
Clearly, the Bridges High School community of success is built on caring and passionate
teachers, high expectations, “it takes a village” mentality for academics, character development,
and discipline. Principal Bustamante’s critical awareness of his students’ demographic
characteristics that closely relate to his own is effective in reaching his predominantly Latino
student population. Although, Principal Bustamante is cognizant of deficit thinking, he does not
believe it exists on his campus because of the teachers’ focus on doing what is best for the
students.
The data suggest the positive outcomes of his 90% Latino student population also result
from structures in place to prevent student failure such as Saturday school, advisory, which
allows students additional time for coursework, an extended school day, and formations
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completed twice a day to instill character traits that are crucial to the Bridges program. Parent
involvement is also critical, and three structures are in place to encourage parent participation:
P.I.T., Doughnuts with the Principal, and Dream Academy.
Another reason for the positive student outcomes may include Bridges’ student selection
process. Because the school does not have the resources of a comprehensive school, neither the
ELL students who are not proficient nor academically struggling students are accepted into the
school and these decisions regarding enrollment may create an unjust selection process.
Moreover, culturally responsive education does not seem to be a goal; instead, completing
public safety certification and building strong character as a member of Bridges “family” are
the school’s priorities. However, once students are admitted, the structures of Bridges High
School are designed to set up students for success, and teachers and staff appear to be
thoughtful and aware of cultural differences. Important to note, Principal Bustamante wishes he
could accept all students regardless of ability level.
Despite the unequal access to the school, the public safety program develops graduates
who are ready to protect and serve, and another goal of the school is to promote access to higher
education. As a result, all graduates have a transition plan post high school, and whether it is for
college, military or employment, the care and concern for student success is evident. In the end,
the small public school fills a niche for students interested in public safety and military style
discipline, and the students exhibit motivation to excel.
In the next chapter, I will describe City High School and share Principal Contreras’
background and experience. Then, an analysis of his behaviors and beliefs will be examined as
well as the structures present in City High School. Next, I will analyze how Principal Contreras
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creates sociocultural integration on his campus where 95% of the students are of color. Finally,
I will address how Principal Contreras provides access for equitable opportunities in education
for his Latino and other CLD students. His approach to providing positive outcomes for his
students differ in many ways from Principal Bustamante’s because of the dramatic size
difference of his comprehensive high school, and the high percentage of ELL students.
CHAPTER FIVE: LATINO STUDENT EXPERIENCES IN A LARGE SCHOOL
Case Study #2: City High School
City High School is a large urban high school in one of the largest cities and school
districts in the Southwest. It first opened its doors in 1957, in an area considered affluent during
that time. Fast forward 60 years, and a lot has changed in this city; the school’s location is
situated in a once impoverished, but recently cleaner area of downtown where gentrification is
evident with luxury apartments housing, where mostly DINKS (double income, no kids) live,
right across the street from the school. A light rail passes directly in front of the school, making
it a convenient mode of transportation for hundreds of the students. City High School is home
to almost 2,100 students who represent 30 diverse nations and 41 languages on campus. The
school was named “Best High School, 2017” by its district, in part, for the faculty and staff’s
commitment to the culturally diverse student population (including the 75 refugee students who
are currently enrolled), their work to embrace their diverse student population and promote
equitable opportunities to all students, and their goal to provide their students a path to higher
education through Honors and Advanced Placement classes, dual enrollment, instruction in four
languages, free tutoring, technology labs and an advisory period where students can receive
additional help.
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For a large school where 95% of the population are students of color and 52%
come from homes where English is not the primary language, the students are able to surpass
the state average with a graduation rate of 82%. Male students outnumber the females by 6%.
Latinos compose the majority of the student population at 72%, and 90% of the school’s student
population participates in the NSLP. Despite the school’s large size, it insists on smaller than
average classes, with a student teacher ratio of 17:1. The school’s mission includes supporting
the students’ social and emotional needs, and to ensure these services, the school provides more
than twice as many counselors per student population than the state average. Again, this is
significant for their diverse community because they are able to offer assistance that better suits
diverse students’ needs such as immigration and DACA information, low income housing,
emergency food and shelter, and bilingual assistance for both students and their families. The
counseling department is friendly, warm, and always full of students.
City High School boasts the fact that with over 140 teachers, 100% are certified (City
High School’s website, 2018). Again, the ability to hire highly qualified teachers may be the
district’s impressive pay scale; the average teacher’s pay is more than $20,000 a year higher
salary than Arizona’s average pay (City High School’s Website, 2018). It also may be a factor
in the high teacher retention rate. For example, out of 140+ teachers employed, this year they
need to replace two who are retiring. There is a friendly security guard seated outside at the
front entrance, and visitors must sign in, state where they are going, and wear a visitor’s badge.
When leaving the campus, visitors must sign out and write the time they are leaving. Although
this layer of safety is not a protocol for the Bridges High School, with the volume of people on
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City High’s campus, as well as the location on a busy downtown street where people are
frequently hanging out, it provides a sense of security for the school.
The figures below provide descriptions of the students, student families, and faculty and
staff. Figure 7 describes the school demographic by race. Figure 8 explains the percentage of
students from low income families based on their participation in the free/reduced lunch
program. Figure 9 identifies the percentage of male and female students at City High School;;
and Figure 10 provides general information about the teachers and counselor to student ratio.
Unlike Bridges having no ELL students, 12% of City High School’s student population is ELL.
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Figure 7.

Figure 8.

Figure 9.

Figure 10.

Figures 7-10- City High School Student and Teacher Demographics (Great Schools, 2015)
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The campus offerings are as diverse as its students; besides its well-known reputation
for offering 14 varsity sports, it also offers over 30 clubs aimed at engaging students to
participate in after school activities, including speech and debate, spirit line, chess, robotics, and
ROTC. The school website solicits participation by acknowledging the research-based impact
of after school activities on student achievement, “Research has shown that students that are
highly connected to their schools receive better grades, have better attendance and graduate
from high school and college at much higher rates than their peers” (City High School website,
2018).
The campus bustles with energy as thousands of students walk and talk during passing
period. The sea of smiling faces, quick hugs in the corridors, students listening to music with
headphones, paint a picture of a safe and warm environment. Many of the teachers are at the
door, greeting the students upon arrival. The cultural diversity is palpable as I watch the student
interactions and listen to the conversations in various languages. The campus is sprawling and
is host to a building devoted to English Language Learners as well as Exceptional students. The
walls are painted with verses about diversity and equity (See Appendix K). ELL bulletin boards
are filled with English-phrases, prepositional phrases, verb tenses, and their conjugations.
Homemade signs and posters that speak out against inequality and encourage action to be
tolerant and embrace all cultures are prominently posted throughout the corridors; still others
display quotes on the power of positive words, wisdom, and thought. In addition, posters and
signs line the walls reminding students to complete FAFSA applications, to “stop texting and
start filling out college applications”, as well as where to receive additional help for math and
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reading. The wing sends a clear message: We are a diverse and caring community for all
students, and we believe everyone has an opportunity for higher education.
Principal Contreras
Similar to Principal Bustamante, Principal Contreras (pseudonym) is a first-generation
college graduate who, although he is of Hispanic/Latino descent, self-identifies as “human...I
like to keep race out of the equation”. He is warm, good-natured and was immediately receptive
to participate in my study, “Maybe I can learn a thing or two!” Growing up in Texas, he began
his teaching career in the Texas Panhandle, in the city of Lubbock, as a middle school science
teacher and coach. He spent 14 years in the classroom before he was approached by
administration to move into to leadership, “As a teacher and a coach, [I had] no inkling of
entering the admin world. I loved what I was doing, which was teaching science to 8th grade
students so that was sort of unheard of, but I loved and enjoyed every minute of it.” Once they
offered Principal Contreras a position as a dean in the same district, he accepted, and now he
has been an administrator in various high schools in the Southwest for 20 years, including four
years at City High School. He believes leadership “is all about relationships”, and his extensive
teaching background informs his practice as an administrator. Throughout the study, Principal
Contreras alludes to his teaching experience, evidence that he relies on it to guide his work
when interacting with teachers or making decisions in the best interest of his students:
Whatever we are doing, whatever decision I make has to be in the best interest of the
students, or is this good for students? If it is not in the best interest of students, then why
are we doing it? So, I think it is number one-student centered. Second, why are we doing
this? What is the reason behind this? Is it because it is the new fad, or we went to a
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conference and it sounded good, why are we doing that? And number three, would I want
my own kids doing this, because that’s really relevant. If it is not good enough for your
kids, then why are we doing it for them? We spend more time with them than our own
kids and if it is not good enough for our kids, then why are we doing it? So, we have to
keep that in mind whether it is on the football field, basketball court, in the classroom,
math, English, science, whatever it is in the best interest of our students.
Lastly, Principal Contreras believes, “All students are inherently good, and due to their
environment, it [the good] can be tainted, but we need to look for their strengths. I am always
looking for the good in students.”
Another important factor that contributes to Principal Contreras’s leadership is his own
family background and educational experience, and when he shares his story, he is emotional:
We still have first generation kids having that opportunity that was fought so hard back
40 [50] years ago...I, myself, first generation college student... I was the first one in my
family, family of 12, and looking back, I see how it opened the doors for my own family.
I had five older sisters, six sisters total, but five older, but I was the first one to go to
college. And, once I opened that door, they all had that same opportunity. And so now, if
I were to draw a family tree, I just don’t know how many [family members] have college
degrees because I lost count. I see my brothers and sisters, and their kids, having that
access. If you had asked me if I thought this would have happened forty years ago to
reflect back on it, no, I never thought about it, but the fact that you are the first one in
your family and that it opened the door for others and forty years later you see all these
nieces and nephews with degrees…That was forty years ago! I mean the fact that we still
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have first generation students going…, gaining access, not necessarily entering, but
gaining access, that’s...that’s a little hard…
To clarify, Principal Contreras is disappointed in the way access to higher education for
first-generation students does not necessarily translate to attending post-secondary educations,
especially with the current oppressive trend towards DACA and immigrant students.
Culturally Responsive Beliefs and Behaviors
“Students should have a right to speak their language and know their culture.”
(City High Teacher)
It is important for school leaders to legitimize their culturally diverse students through
beliefs and behaviors that embrace cultural differences and replace deficit orientations with
asset-based pedagogies schoolwide.
Deficit Thinking
One of the responsibilities of a leader is to acknowledge the existence of deficit thinking
that penetrates our school systems, expose the inequities that result, and operationalize change
by promoting asset-based thinking in education. Principal Contreras is aware of deficit thinking
and struggles with teachers at City High School who make assumptions about their ethnically
diverse student population. Because he is aware of the misconceptions and biases of some of
his White teachers:
I am challenging their thinking. We all have a set of values that we grew up with, right?”
And those set of values perform through frame of references, right? So, I have to be
cognizant of that. My set of values were certainly from the environment in which I grew
up, but along the way, I have experienced the opportunity, through education to
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experience other frames of references to expand my thinking on a larger global scale than
just my classroom. It has brought a broader lens and a broader perspective for what is the
right thing to do. You know it is easy to say that we do things right, but it is hard to do
the right thing for our students, so that is a big difference.
Principal Contreras acknowledges that teaching culturally and linguistically diverse
student populations requires teachers to reflect on their own biases and assumptions in order to
be effective and that it can be difficult confronting his teachers, “They get defensive, and rightly
so. But in the end, it is for the students.”
City High School is fortunate to have a full time professional development coordinator
on staff, Mr. Barr, and he and Principal Contreras realize there are some clear cultural
differences in identities and world views that are unacknowledged between their teachers and
students. The differences can create discord in the classroom environment, so they hold frank
and open conversations with the teachers to confront their biases and assumptions. They use
caution with these conversations and hope they do not translate into accusations or inferences of
racial bias. They also develop professional adult learning sessions to promote asset-based
strategies in the classroom and examples are presented in another section.
Critical Consciousness
In describing his humble beginnings, Principal Contreras evidenced a strong
development of cultural critical awareness. He grew up in the middle of a large family, and he
recognized how hard his father had to work just to provide a roof over their heads and food on
the table; but, it did not deter Principal Contreras from having fond memories of his family
experience, “We may not have had much, but we had love.” As he grew older, he was aware of
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his educational experiences as a minority and first generation college graduate, and it spurred
his lifelong commitment to provide access to higher education for all students. The culmination
of background and experiences developed a consciousness of the cultural differences of his
students, and their struggles to navigate successfully in a White dominant culture. He is
passionate about providing access of opportunity for his diverse learners. He is acutely aware of
the importance of language proficiency for his students and believes language acquisition is the
responsibility of all teachers; he acknowledges bilingualism as an asset, and he, himself is
bilingual. On many occasions I witnessed Principal Contreras communicating in Spanish with
his Spanish speaking parents.
High Quality Teaching
High quality teaching moves beyond the qualifications and experience of teachers and
considers the context of the situation to adequately reach every student. Early in the study,
Principal Contreras connected high expectations to teaching quality and deficit thinking.
High Expectations
Culturally responsive school leaders acknowledge the importance of setting high
expectations for every students regardless of race, economic status, or any other demographic.
While working with a predominantly White faculty, Principal Contreras shares how the notion
of deficit thinking impacts high expectations:
Our perception is that our kids can’t do it, no expectations. ‘Hey, they struggle to do
this, they just can’t do it.’ No, I think it is just the opposite. I think they can, we just have
to afford them the opportunities and challenges. I guarantee if you ask them, which is one
of the problems, we don’t ask them, we assume-- assumptions, preconceived notions... I
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guarantee you, they will take us to task and challenge us, they will! They will, and so we
have to believe that our students can and will if given the support and resources and the
opportunities, they will step up and will do the best they can. Yes, there may seem a
struggle, but who doesn’t? I know that I struggled when I was going to school, and if it
weren’t for some caring individuals, family, as well as teachers, I would not be here and
so the fact that they [the teachers] perceive students as not being able to do it really
strikes at the core of what I believe, and it just makes me that much more eager to get up
in the morning and change things for the better, the students, not for my convenience, or
the teachers’ convenience, but for the students.
Principal Contreras vehemently opposes the deficit thinking ideology and voices his
concern about how it negatively affects the students. Although an ELL teacher emphasizes how
hard Principal Contreras works to promote high expectations school-wide, she confides that she
witnesses lower rigor and expectations for students at CHS compared to her previous school.
She notes the difficult, if not impossible, task of changing the mindset of teachers, especially on
a large campus.
Language as a Resource
When working with culturally diverse students, research contends the importance for all
teachers to be linguistically responsive, and “school leaders can affirm language as a resource
and an asset by helping educators across the school community teach in linguistically
responsive manners” (Scanlan & Lopez, 2012, p. 12). Principal Contreras affirms “we are all
literacy teachers” and recognizes the value of language as it applies to reading comprehension.
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“We are all reading teachers…Teachers must continue to build on their comprehension
and literacy skills, and when I say that, I mean across classes. Not just English but also other
subjects: reading, math, science, history…I’m not asking you to be the reading teacher; I am
asking you to take your discipline and if there is academic vocabulary that they need to provide
some scaffolding for, let’s do it…You have to understand what you’re reading.”
Additionally, he regards multilingualism as an asset, “I think our strengths are our
students’ diversification language wise. We have students from every part of the world who
speak different languages and it is fascinating to know that a student from an underdeveloped
country or war country can actually speak five languages.”
Because of the cultural and linguistic diversity on campus, Principal Contreras believes
language as a resource is imperative and entrusts his full time professional developer on
campus, Mr. Barr, to provide meaningful sessions to support teachers to be culturally and
linguistically responsive. Together, they collaborate on designing professional development
with an eye towards helping teachers navigate and affirm cultural differences with their students
and learn about them in many instances through language and literacy.
Connecting Language as a Resource to Culturally Relevant Education
Mr. Barr, the professional development coordinator, focuses on sessions that educate the
teachers about students from diverse cultures, and cautions, “It has to be done in baby steps.”
For instance, he has to clarify the differences in individualism of Western culture versus the
value of collectivism and collaboration in other cultures, so teachers can provide opportunities
of collaboration for their students. Then through the lens of a pedagogical topic, he provides
adult learning sessions directly correlated to language and literacy. In one session, Literacy
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Support: Supporting Reading Comprehension, the goal was for the teachers to learn how to
create reading comprehension activities where students can learn about each other, listen to
each other, share and compare ideas, and finally develop a group response to a question. The
sessions are valuable for teachers and provide a template for planning more meaningful lessons
that are engaging and inclusive and allow students to share ideas and recognize diverse cultures.
The lessons enable opportunities for students to discuss varied topics and strengthen vocabulary
in multiple classes such as math, science, language, and history.
Culture of Care and Confidence
An important culturally responsive behavior for educators is the ability to care for their
students in meaningful ways, and a teacher’s meeting at City High School exemplified this
characteristic of the administration and faculty. The teachers were concerned with the number
of students from the previous year who were unable to finish the state assessments in the
allotted time. One of the Vice Principals had suggested extending the school day for two weeks
to provide additional testing time for their students. It was wonderful to observe a room full of
teachers who unanimously chose to stay late with their students for two weeks because “it’s for
the kids.” (Teacher)
Another time, Principal Contreras commented that students who test out of ELL often
ask to stay with their teachers because of the caring and inclusive environment they create and
the relationships the students develop in their classes. An ELL teacher at City High School
exemplified her ability to develop confidence in a student during a brief interaction.
During a walk-through observation, I witnessed a female teacher in her classroom during her
lunch period assisting one of her students from Venezuela completing his third college
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application. The boy was sharing with the teacher that he also spoke Portuguese and he was
trying to teach her how to say a few phrases in Portuguese, explaining to her the similarity
between Portuguese and Spanish. The conversation included affirmations of the boy’s
intelligence, “He is an honor student with so much potential.” She praised him on his acceptance
to multiple universities that assured him of opportunities for a successful future, “Isn’t it
exciting? You have so many choices...No matter what you do, you will be successful! I’m just so
proud of you...” The teacher’s interactions and positive comments demonstrate the value of
praise and enthusiasm for student success and exemplify instilling confidence in her student.
After the student left, she commented on teaching, “I am here for the kids... They are smart!”
Culturally Responsive Teaching
There is a misconception that culturally responsive means acknowledging one segment of
the population and responding to that group as mono-cultural, and I found that Principal
Contreras had a unique perspective on culturally relevant teaching:
I’m thinking about the days when I went to school. If you were to ask me back when I
was in school if it was culturally relevant, well it was culturally relevant to the
community that I lived in, to the norms of that community and so, and look at me now.
So, I have to think about what do you mean by culturally relevant? I mean if you say it to
15 people they will give you 15 answers. So what is the main point of culturally relevant
teaching? Is it to make connections with the lessons that are taking place with frame of
references the students can understand? Well okay, but then again, if our outcome is to
produce students that can function globally then how is that going to help them in later
years? The world is not our neighborhood. It’s so diverse, so we have to be careful how
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define it and much more how we teach it because the world is changing and so much
more now with the introduction of technology. So, what we think may be culturally
relevant to them now may be outdated. So, we have to be careful how we approach this
and how we bring it into practice, because our society is changing so much.
Paris (2012) discussed the importance of culturally sustaining pedagogy; beyond
culturally relevant or culturally responsive, culturally sustaining pedagogy encompasses the fact
that culture is fluid and changing. In order to protect multilingualism and multiculturalism both
present and future, we must acknowledge and embrace the adaptations. Paris’ analysis connects
to Principal Contreras’s concerns; however, clarifying cultural relevance as a method to connect
culturally diverse students to the content through the acknowledgement of, exposure to, and
respect of cultural differences, we agreed culturally relevant teaching values the contributions
brought to the classroom by culturally diverse students.
Later, I was a participant observer in a meeting with Principal Contreras and one of the
ELL teachers, Miss Portes, whose ELL teaching experience is vast and includes working in
schools in Mexico as well as teaching refugee students in multiple Southwestern states before
moving to City High School. She describes the importance of cultural relevance for ELL
students and how she wants to provide the students with more than just the “White” perspective.
She explained how her lessons often contain the names of her students and their countries of
origin not only to provide relevance, but also to establish a sense of belonging in the classroom.
Principal Contreras noted that whenever he observes or drops by Miss Portes’ classes, “there is
always 100% engagement” and he attributes their focused attention to the way Miss Portes
delivers meaningful lessons, scaffolds the content to reach multiple levels of pre-emergent ELL
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students, and allows the students to contribute their personal history into the lessons which is
integral to culturally responsive pedagogy.
Sociocultural Integration
Because of City High School’s culturally diverse population, the campus evidences
integration everywhere you look: walking through the halls during passing period, posters and
signs, (Appendix K) students chatting and eating lunch; class discussions, walking together after
school, waiting for rides. During the four months of research at this school, there was no
segregation of races noted. Wherever there are groups of students on campus, ethnic diversity is
evident, and the student, staff, and faculty interactions appear to be comfortable. Upon entering
classrooms, I observed the same culturally diverse interactions I witnessed all over the campus
grounds.
For example, during a walk-through of classrooms in the 900 building, Principal
Contreras and I visited an ELL pre-emergent class where students from Zimbabwe,
Afghanistan, Mexico, Bosnia, and few countries I had never heard of, were reviewing an
English lesson with their teacher. Seated together in pods of three or four, somehow, they were
able to communicate with each other with limited language skills. Though some of the students
were quietly working, many were laughing and asking the teacher questions about the answers
he was delivering, and the atmosphere was warm and positive. At one point, the teacher
acknowledged our presence and introduced us. Principal Contreras asked the students to
introduce themselves to me and include their country of origin. Every student stated his/her
name and their native country, and I was especially impressed with the courtesy of one boy
from Afghanistan who stood up, shared his personal information, and with a slight bow, sat
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down. They continued their lesson, and after observing for another five or ten minutes, we
headed to the door. At that point, a few of the students yelled, “Good bye, Miss White! Thank
you for visiting!” I left feeling these students had a very strong bond with their teacher and had
developed a close-knit community. Although I never got to know any of the students, many
would greet me in the halls and hold the doors for me, further confirming my sense of warmth
and care.
Another time I observed a social studies Professional Learning Community (PLC), and
one of the teachers (who was also a former student of CHS) shared this observation:
My classes are so culturally diverse—This morning my students were in group
discussions, and I noticed a girl in a hajib next to an African American who was seated
next to an Asian and Latino student, steeped in animated discussion. I thought to myself,
‘They are a microcosm of the world.’ I love it here. Everyone works and interacts with
each other and the students are genuinely interested in another student’s culture.
Outside of the classrooms, there are other examples of sociocultural integration at City
High School. Share a Meal, Inspire a Life is a program that connects the students to successful
business leaders in the city. Prominent business leaders take the students to elaborate dinners
where they share their experiences, their struggles and ultimately their successes. In turn, the
students reciprocate by sharing their stories and their goals. The relationships often develop into
mentorships which can be long lasting and crucially important in the lives and future of the
students.
Knowing the impact of extracurricular activities on student success, City High School is
currently campaigning to attract Latino students to play soccer; the sport has grown to be the
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second most popular after football, and the athletics director noticed minimal participation from
Latino students. Hence, he is campaigning because he believes in the value of after school
activities and its positive impact on student achievement and hopes it will increase Latino student
involvement on campus.
Ultimately, the bulk of my data reveal instances of culturally and linguistically diverse
students interacting with their diverse peers in a natural, friendly manner, regardless of location.
However, there were a couple situations that indicate sociocultural integration is a fluid
and never-ending process that requires constant cultivation; sometimes segregation can
unwittingly occur; other times, it happens with intention, not realizing the negative ramifications
segregation can incur on minority students. The first situation was exposed during an
administration meeting when they were discussing ELL science classes. Apparently, the
Integrated Science classes are grouped so that all the same level ELL students are together
because the teacher found it easier to teach that way. This evidence of segregation was clear to
one administrator who commented, “I hope we don’t get into trouble.” The comment from the
teacher should be considered further as to how this affects ELL students academically and how
the separation of students could prevent future sociocultural integration.
The second occurrence was during a conversation with one of the ELL teachers when
she mentioned that both the ELL teachers and their ELL students felt isolated from the rest of the
campus. She also pointed out that although the administration strives to create access of
opportunities for the ELL students, most do not pursue them. These observations remind us of
the importance of integrating CLD students to be full members of the school community; counter
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narratives can provide us alternate perspectives that may be necessary to incite change for
inclusion and equity.
Politics and Safety
With the current political climate of Arizona, the topic of politics emerged many times
during my four-month study. Principal Contreras explained how his perspective on politics has
changed:
This is my 18th year since I came to Arizona from Texas. It wasn’t too long after I got
here that I had a meeting with educators, businessmen and some of them had moved into
Arizona and someone had made a reference to Arizona as the largest sand box. And I
said, “What do you mean by that?” And they said, “That’s where they [politicians] play.”
So, in my 18 years since I have been here, I’ve tried to steer away from the politics, try
not to let it affect what happens at school, but it does. I came here, and it seems the role
of politics plays a bigger part here than what they did in Sandytown [another large
suburban Southwestern city]…and it is because of the policies that are up in question
right now, [DACA and immigration] and you can’t dismiss them.
You have to understand that when you are 80% Latino, it is going to have an
impact…And it has. But you have to be cognizant and cautious of those decisions. As an
administrator, as an instructional leader you have to be aware of the fact that upcoming
updates on immigration or security, not just for our DACA students, but for our refugees.
And you also have to make sure that it doesn’t come into play in your campus climate.
We want our students to feel safe, and not to be targeted, not to be shamed, so you have
to make sure that students understand that they have a voice and that we provide that
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space for them, but it is a voice of reason; and thirdly, we have to remind our staff as
teachers, whether we are on the same political party or not, we have to first and foremost
protect our students and provide that safe learning environment in our classroom and be
aware of our own thinking and not let our own thinking cloud that environment. So, it has
been these four years, politics has made it up my list which I never thought it would, but
it has, and you have to be cognizant of it. Especially large metropolitan areas like here,
you have to keep tabs on current updates and policies.
Principal Contreras adds that social media incites the already volatile political unrest, and
he shared the following story to demonstrate his point:
Directly north of City High School is an elite private Jesuit high school for boys, Douglas
College Preparatory (pseudonym) with 1322 predominantly White students. The cost to attend
this prestigious school is $14,200 annually. The school is touted as an exclusive college
preparatory school, where many graduates are admitted to Ivy League universities. Typically,
there is very little interaction between the students from Douglas and the students from City
High, but when President Trump was elected president, a situation occurred, creating a divisive
rift between the schools.
A student from Douglas CP had written an opinion piece for the school’s newspaper,
suggesting they build a wall between their school and City High. A student from Douglas CP
then posted the piece on Instagram, and many of the City High students saw it and became
outraged. A social media battle ensued as more infuriated students from both sides jumped into
the fray and wrote anger-fueled comments on the post. Principal Contreras was alerted of the
situation and set a plan in action to first remove the Instagram contents, and then provide a space
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for conversation between the students from both schools. He invited the student body
government from Douglas CP to meet with City High’s student government. In the end, the
Douglas students apologized, and they retracted the opinion piece, but the conflict exemplifies
the impact of politics on Latino students in Arizona. The fact that in 2017 (according to Douglas
CP’s website, 2018), Douglas CP’s illustrious newspaper won 41 awards from the Arizona
Newspaper Association and the Arizona Interscholastic Press Association, including first place
for general excellence-print, first place for general excellence-online and Best High School
Newspaper (Large School), demonstrates how the dominant culture accepts and reinforces
subordination of minority populations. Further, with the widespread ease of transmission via
social media, it is alarming that vile and discriminatory comments can be freely made on these
platforms, and how quickly a post can disrupt an educational setting and provoke discord among
students and community. Hence, as Principal Contreras explains, school leaders not only must be
politically informed, they must be prepared for the effects and influence of social media on their
campuses.
Most recently, with the current trend of school gun violence, the issue of safety has come
to the forefront. During administration and teacher meetings the topic of safety is frequently on
the agenda, and Principal Contreras consistently reports safety is a strength on the campus,
reminds faculty and staff of “safety first”, and asks, “How ready are we for providing spaces for
teachers and students?” Faculty and administration discuss a student support team plan “in the
event x, y, or z happens” relating to the DACA decision and student walkouts planned for DACA
and gun violence. They explain threat assessments, question response time, and mention every
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room in the school has a help button on the telephone; clearly, safety concerns have an
established presence on City High School’s campus.
Throughout the four months of my study, the negative framing and focus on
undocumented immigrants and the legal challenges to the DACA policy have been terrifying for
the Latino students, and they are not alone. Many community members in Arizona are impacted
as well, and they all fearfully await decisions made by President Trump and the court systems
that will determine their fate. Combine those fears with the recent trend in gun violence on
school campuses, and it is clear that Principal Contreras is repositioning priorities and
emphasizing safety and political concerns at City High School; school leaders must be
responsive and stay current on local and National politics to pre-empt potential threats on the
safety of their students.
Access to Equitable Educational Opportunities
As a school leader with decades of experience, Principal Contreras is relentless in paving
the way for his students to have access of opportunity:
It’s the students, the fact that they want the same opportunities as anybody else, I think it
is the teachers and their commitment to come to work every day and provide those
opportunities for students, and it is us as a campus, removing barriers. In 1960s it was the
Civil Rights Movement. I think of the Civil Rights Movement today, 40 [50] years later.
We still have first-generation students going to college. That’s a shame.
Again, Principal Contreras voices his concern with the regression taking place that
prevents opportunities for students to access higher education. He views the students and
teachers as strengths and really believes:
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Our teachers want what is best for them, equal opportunity, or simply opportunity.
So, how do we create these opportunities for our students? How do we give them
an opportunity to be exposed to something different? To something that they will
learn from a challenge or a class? How do we close the learning gaps and provide
learning opportunities?
Principal Contreras is adamant that all students should have access to AP classes and dual
enrollment courses, and when asked how students are selected he responds:
We don’t choose. We don’t have any selection criteria. It’s open-we encourage, we highly
encourage; we try to motivate our students, and we open the doors for any student who is
willing to commit to the challenge. When I say commit, you have to do your best, you have
to start and finish the race, and when the chips are down, you are going to have to keep the
faith…but we don’t select.
In line with the school’s approach to provide access to opportunities, City High School
offers students who are interested in world culture and language the unique opportunity to travel
internationally. Through their Global Studies Magnet program, students may travel to Costa
Rica, Japan, China or France during their junior or senior year. Also, the program represents the
school’s positive perspective on multilingual and multicultural students and studies.
Another way Principal Contreras demonstrates his commitment to provide access of
opportunity for his students is an initiative he started at City High School 4 ½ years ago. When
he first began his position at the school, he was shocked to find only 40% of the high school
seniors applied for college. Appalled by the low percentage, he developed a schoolwide goal to
improve the low number of college applicants. First and foremost, he educated the students to
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understand why they should apply to college. By providing value and removing barriers, 94% of
seniors applied to at least one college by the end of his first year, and the following year the
number increased to 99%. Since then, 100% of his senior students have completed at least one
college application annually, and he proudly explains how the initiative has changed the school’s
culture, “Now, it is an expectation.” His college initiative was noted publicly and drew so much
positive attention to the school district, it quickly became adopted district-wide. But the story
doesn’t end there; as a result of district publicity, administrators from Washington State’s public
schools visited the campus this spring in hopes to replicate the initiative’s success in their own
schools.
As a result, when you walk the corridors of City High, you will see the faces of real City
High School students on the FAFSA and College Board posters. Principal Contreras’ campaign
has energized the campus; it shows his continuous commitment to providing access to higher
education for all of his students, and it exemplifies how a single action can dramatically impact
the mindset and culture of a school community and spread far reaching to positively affect
educational institutions.
Case Study #2: Conclusion
Without question, City High School is home to a culturally and linguistically diverse
student population where Latino and other minority students are making academic gains.
Contributing to the positive outcomes is the leadership of Principal Contreras who is passionate
about “seeing the good in all students”. He disrupts the deficit thinking paradigm by educating
teachers on biases and assumptions, and he delivers professional development sessions with
asset-based and inclusive strategies that teachers can immediately implement in the classroom.
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His initiative to remove barriers to higher education through the college application process
increased the number of Latino students enrolling in post-secondary education. According to the
school’s website, the 2016 data show 52% of the graduating seniors are enrolled in 2 and 4-year
colleges and universities. It is evident Principal Contreras leads with conviction and instills a
humanitarian approach to break down any barriers that prevent students from succeeding;
however, he is quick to point out that any school success is the result of his hard-working and
committed faculty.
The teachers at City High School are highly qualified and experienced; there is evidence
they care deeply, develop trusting relationships with the students, and work to establish a strong
sense of belonging for the students in their classrooms. Under Principal Contreras’ leadership,
the ELL teachers strive to deliver high quality teaching that includes holding high expectations,
viewing language as a resource, and being culturally and linguistically responsive to their CLD
students. Moreover, according to Principal Contreras, the 2018 results of Arizona’s English
Language Learner Assessment (AZELLA) indicate every ELL student measured at least one
level of growth and many tested at proficiency level, evidence that the school’s ELL program is
successful and meeting the state’s accountability requirements. However, as with any school, the
difficulty lies in creating an inclusive environment by imparting a culturally diverse and equitybased education to each and every pupil in meaningful and engaging ways.
In sum, with Principal Contreras’ guidance, City High School is producing positive
outcomes for their Latino and other minority students by providing access to many educational
opportunities, employing experienced and high-quality teachers who care, striving for high
expectations, and emphasizing language both as a resource and an asset. The school supports
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diversity and efforts to develop a safe and inclusive environment are evident. With the political
climate as well as National violence in schools, safety is at the forefront of educational
concerns, alongside academic achievement. Additionally, the school’s structures are embedded
to ensure student success: Tutors, Saturday school, Advisory for additional help with
coursework, counselors, Dream Academy, and open access to Advanced Placement, dual
enrollment and honors courses. In the end, City High School is a microcosm of our society and
exemplifies how a school community actively resists the status quo by breaking barriers to
improve equity in education for diverse students while at the same time, creating a safe and
nurturing learning community.
CHAPTER VI: COMPARATIVE CASE STUDY

Horizontal Axis
Vertical Axis
Transversal Axis

This chapter explores the data through a comparative case study (CCS) approach (Bartlett
& Vavrus, 2016) that allowed me to analyze the data through a critical lens, guided by critical
theory that encompasses concerns and assumptions of power structures and inequality. The
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comparison approach is processual “and considers strings of relevant events and actors; it
eschews staid notions of culture or context to consider those processes across space and time;
it constantly compares what is happening in one locale with what has happened in other places
and historical moments” (Bartlett & Vavrus, 2017, p. 14). These forms of comparison include
horizontal, vertical, and transversal axes. It was my intention to share the principals’ values as
they unfolded in the interviews and interactions on their respective campuses. From a
practitioner’s perspective, I observed the principals in action as they directly influence the dayto-day teaching and learning environment.
At the same time, I applied a theoretical lens to the CCS approach to critically analyze the data
by comparing the principals’ behaviors and beliefs and the schools’ structures across the
horizontal axis. I also traced the lines of equity for minoritized Latino students and the
inequities that continue to create barriers for these students. In this way, my case studies do not
rely on a traditional notion of a culture that is bounded and unchanging, but instead, allows the
case studies to be unbounded in a way that provides rich descriptions of the practices, beliefs
and structures that are not static and may change over time and space. The horizontal axis also
“shows how one can compare the way that similar phenomena unfold in distinct, socially
produced locations that are connected in multiple and complex ways” (Bartlett & Vavrus, 2017,
p. 51).
There is valuable contextual information that displays historical similarities between the
two schools, but there are also many factors that exhibit stark contrasts when comparing the
schools. I expose the nuanced differences in policy implementation that affect students and
school structures through comparative analysis on the vertical axis. Lastly, I explore historical
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data on the transversal axis that “connects the horizontal elements to one another and to the
vertical scales to study across and through a phenomenon as a way of exploring how it has
changed over time” (Bartlett & Vavrus, 2017, p. 92). The transversal axis allows us to
understand how the policies and structures came to be over time and space from a contemporary
perspective.
Comparing the Schools and Principals on the Horizontal Axis
In comparing Bridges High School to City High School across the horizontal axis, I
examined the two schools’ background as educational structures. I then analyzed the beliefs
and behaviors of the principals through two methods especially suited for horizontal analysis:
observations and interviews. Because they reside within the same district, one would assume the
leaders follow the same policies; however, besides the variance in school size, there are many
factors that exhibit distinct differences. The principals’ leadership behavior is directly
influenced by culture and context that are fluid and unbounded. Thus, the horizontal axis allows
me to compare these two entities with “how historical and contemporary processes have
differentially influenced different ‘cases’” (Bartlett & Vavrus, 2017, p 53). The school leaders
both lead predominantly Latino student populations, but the context of each school impacts how
each principal supports the learning environment in ways that best serve the goals of the school.
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School Comparison
Bridges High School is a small but well-established specialty school in its 11th year of
existence. It was established as a result of a Small Schools Initiative started within the
Southwest High School District and was the first school in the country designed to provide
students a head-start in public safety (District’s website, 2018). Students interested in public
safety, specifically careers in firefighting and the police force, are encouraged to apply. Because
the school requires academic-based assessments prior to admission, the selection process results
in admitting students who are proficient in reading and writing and have adequate math skills.
The school has been very successful in producing high achieving predominantly Latino
students; all students graduate, and all students have a post-secondary education plan. The
campus shares the schoolwide goal of every student graduating with certification in fire science
or law enforcement, and the goal is reached annually; Bridges High School has won many
prestigious National awards and continues to make the district proud with all of its
accomplishments.
In contrast, City High School is a large comprehensive school seven times the size of
Bridges High School. The school was built in 1957 to accommodate the city’s growth spurt
following World War II. Throughout the years, the school has been in the center of burgeoning
urban sprawl and has grown and changed to meet the demands of this city, one of the largest
(top 10) and fastest growing (top 20) in the United States (Forbes, 2017). As a result, the
student demographics have shifted; forty years ago, it was home to a mostly affluent White
student population. Today, although it is a predominantly Latino/Hispanic student population, it
is still considered one of the most culturally diverse schools in the state with over 40 languages
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spoken on campus. Due to its diverse nature and welcoming environment, City High partners
with a refugee program to ensure newcomers from around the world have a safe and warm
reception. Additionally, City High offers open enrollment; students may enroll any time during
the year regardless of language or academic proficiency.
Principal Comparison
The principals of City High and Bridges High Schools are both of Hispanic/Latino origin
and come from families where they were first generation college graduates. Their experiences
allow them to identify with their student populations in a meaningful way as many of the
students in both schools will be first generation high school graduates. Their backgrounds have
developed their critical awareness, a term that scholars use to explain the essential knowledge
educators must possess in order to combat biases and assumptions about their students (LadsonBillings, 1995; Gay, 2010). Because they are first generation graduates of college, their
accomplishments ignite their passion to ensure that their students have every opportunity to
graduate and gain access to post-secondary education. Their self-awareness is evident in how
they shape their view of education; they use their educational and background experiences to
better understand the perspectives of their students. They are both distinctly aware of the
barriers that exist for Latino students. Both principals are cognizant of the importance of
providing caring teachers who create environments for the students to feel a sense of belonging,
trust, and love. These school leaders understand the pedagogy of love, what Freire considered to
be the essence of teaching as explained by Darder (1998). Moreover, the principals comprehend
what Lucas, Henze, and Donato (1990) posit, the intangible but powerful investments to
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empower language-minority students include notions like loving and caring teachers, such as the
example I shared earlier of the teacher working with a student during her lunch break.
Both Principal Contreras and Principal Bustamante model their expectations of care and
love at their respective campuses. In observing the teachers of City High School and Bridges
High School during meetings and professional learning communities, I saw and felt a communal
sense of care and concern for the students and evidence of trusting relationships developed
between each of the principals and their students. Lopez (2018) explains the importance of
nurturing confianza in Latino students, “Confianza can be translated as confidence, trust and
hope. For teachers to nurture confidence in Latino students’ own ability—one of the strongest
predictors of achievement—teachers must understand the historical context that contributes to
disparities today” (p. 14). Encouragement leads to persistence and establishing caring
relationships leads to positive outcomes for students. Though difficult to measure, there are
many instances of care and trust observed in the interactions of the teachers and students, the
students and school leaders and the teachers and school leaders. The leaders are impassioned to
set high expectations for teachers and students and push students to excel; both principals
believe education is the key to success, beginning with high school graduation and then
encouraging and supporting opportunities for secondary education, if students so choose.
Deficit Thinking
Although the school leaders are supportive and encouraging, it is imperative they are
aware of deficit thinking in education; they must acknowledge its long history and counter
negative attitudes and stereotypes that could impact the students. Menchaca (1997) traced the
roots of deficit thinking in this country to the 1600s, when people of color were considered
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biologically and intellectually inferior to White people. Menchaca explains how the notion of
deficit thinking contributed to segregation in public education. It resulted from the fear that
allowing students of color to learn alongside White students would somehow hold back White
students or contaminate their education (1997). The racist and discriminatory ideology is still
rampant in this country and entrenched in our public-school system.
When comparing the school leaders of City and Bridges High Schools, deficit thinking is
a belief that the two hold views. Principal Bustamante acknowledges the existence of deficit
thinking but doesn’t believe it applies to his teachers or is evident on his campus. In contrast,
Principal Contreras is acutely aware of deficit thinking; he confronts the teachers and delivers
professional development to expose the negative ramifications and educate the teachers to
recognize deficit orientations and reframe their practice and beliefs. Extant research reveals how
leaders are in a position to promote equity for their students and as such, they must first
acknowledge deficit thinking permeates educational institutions. More than twenty years ago,
Wagstaff and Fusarelli (1995) found that the most important factor in the academic success of
marginalized students was the principal’s overt rejection of deficit thinking. Further, educators
must be aware of the indelible scars biases, assumptions and stereotypes leave on students.
Tennenbaum and Ruck (2007) found that teachers have the lowest expectations for Latino
students than any other marginalized segment, which results in fewer opportunities for rigorous
coursework that can translate into minimizing post high school options for them. Additionally,
low expectations can influence student outcomes by the self-fulfilling prophecy that Merton
(1948) defines as “a false definition of a situation evoking a new behavior which makes the
originally false conception come true” (p. 195). Clearly, making assumptions and having biases
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about students can have negative ramifications and perpetuate the injustices that prevent
students from equity in education.
Addressing deficit thinking is critical and the conversation must begin with the school
leader. In order to disrupt the deficit thinking paradigm, school principals must educate the
teachers and interrogate deficit thinking practices (Shields, 2009). It is the principal’s
responsibility to start those critical conversations and provide their teachers with opportunities
to examine their own beliefs and behaviors, so they can confront and resist deficit thinking
patterns that adversely affect their students.
Shields (2016) and Khalifa, Gooden, and Davis (2016) among other scholars concur that
transforming leaders to be culturally responsive requires active resistance to deficit thinking.
Because both Principal Bustamante and Principal Contreras manage a teaching staff of
predominantly White educators, it is crucial for deficit thinking to be addressed.
To clarify, there is a body of robust literature that examines this phenomenon and
determines most White teachers enter the profession with little contact or experience with races
other than their own. Compound that with negative perceptions of students of color and Sleeter
(2000) finds White teachers avoid conversations dealing with race by “minimizing the extent
and impact of racial discrimination thereby refusing to openly examine race” (p. 123). Gay and
Kirkland explain the importance of teachers knowing the context in which they teach and being
willing to question their knowledge and assumptions (2003). Singleton &Linton (2006) posit
culturally responsive leaders must be willing to have the courageous conversations with teachers
including the interrogation of assumptions and biases. Principal Contreras willingly confronts
deficit thinking and implements professional development that allows leaders and teachers to
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identify stereotypes and assumptions, practice self-reflection, and acknowledge the pervasive
nature of deficit thinking to combat the negative impact on Latino and other students of color.
Regardless of the topic, the professional development at City High School is founded on
exposing deficit thinking and providing teachers with requisite knowledge, a space to reflect,
and opportunities to learn strategies that optimize asset-based thinking in the classroom. In line
with the research, Principal Contreras strongly believes every school leader is responsible to
expose deficit thinking ideologies and educate their school community, “As social and political
changes alter the face of public education, it becomes increasingly important that all educators
scrutinize and challenge tacit assumptions. We can make powerful changes when we break
through the pervasive influence of the deficit paradigm and recognize the untapped strengths of
students and teachers” (Weiner, 2006, p. 44). Principal Contreras is dogged in his determination
to disrupt the deficit thinking paradigm.
Whether it is because of the large size of City High School and the diversity of its
student population, or his decades of experience. Principal Contreras understands the dynamics
of mainly White educators teaching predominantly students of color who feel alienated by a
culture that does not reflect their own. He realizes the necessity of these marginalized students
finding a space where their identity and experiences can be validated (Ogbu, 1992). In effort to
acknowledge student diversity and combat deficit thinking, Principal Contreras supports the
students and teachers by implementing professional development sessions that offer strategies
his teachers can use to help their culturally diverse students learn without devaluing students’
cultural beliefs (Khalifa, Gooden & Davis, 2016).
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In contrast, Principal Bustamante embeds continuous professional development into the
school calendar but does not address deficit thinking directly. Darling-Hammond (2004)
contends professional development is important in improving the learning and student
achievement; however, deficit thinking is not a topic approached in professional development at
Bridges High School, and as long as deficit thinking is not exposed and interrogated, biases,
assumptions, and the dominant discourse will continue to exist. Yet, indirect connections to
deficit thinking are made through sessions on differentiating teaching and learning, developing
teacher/student rapport, and establishing meaningful relationships; these topics can provide
opportunities to dissect perceived deficits as differences. Still, without intentional dialogue and
action to expose and resist deficit thinking, the paradigm is replicated.
Family Involvement
Johnson (2006) argues that culturally responsive leaders embrace the policies,
philosophies, and practices that intentionally develop an inclusive environment for ethnically
diverse students and their families, and both principals consider family involvement to be a
crucial factor in student achievement. Communication is very important for families, and
Principal Contreras ensures his Spanish speaking parents can communicate with him and the
front office staff in Spanish. Additionally, he writes bilingual letters to the students and families
to keep them informed about school events, and the school’s website is presented in English and
Spanish. Additionally, all school newsletters and communication are printed in English and
Spanish, and Principal Contreras and the school provide bilingual counselors to offer assistance
to the students and their parents in a comfortable setting where families are encouraged to visit.
Both Bridges and City High provide free food for the students and their families conveniently
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located right on their campuses. Even when the most public schools are closed for the summer,
eleven schools are open to provide free breakfasts and lunches to all students through age 18;
adults can join them for two-dollar breakfasts and three-dollar lunches. The district makes a
concerted effort to include and assist their students, families, and the community.
Although the Southwest High School District has implemented structures to include the
family in the educational community, Principal Bustamante has created additional structures for
his students’ families to be more involved with the school and has developed community
partnerships for legal and medical services. These are vital services for the school community
that include DACA students and their families who need may need legal assistance for
immigration and/or citizenship status; as a result of their status, many families cannot apply for
medical assistance or insurance. Gardiner and Enimoto (2006) explain the importance of
developing the school community as a positive space for nurturing students and families, and
Principal Bustamante prioritizes parent and family concerns within his school environment.
Language as a Resource
With culturally and linguistically diverse student populations, it is imperative for
educators to view language as an asset, “The need for children’s educators and educational
contexts to understand, respond, incorporate, accommodate, and ultimately celebrate the entirety
of the children they serve---including their languages, and literacies...” (Khalifa, Gooden &
Davis, 2016, p. 7). Principal Contreras ensures that teachers are equipped with requisite
knowledge about language and literacy to best support the students through specialized training,
“Such leadership activities will vary from one context to the next but overall, school resources,
leadership teams for cultural responsiveness, and mentoring (or challenging) teachers for
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culturally responsive teaching must be a constant part of the ongoing professional development
in schools” (Khalifa et al. 2016, p. 17). Professional development that focuses on teaching
content area teachers the core skills of language is “deliberately and strategically building the
capacity of the faculty as a whole to effectively educate culturally and linguistically diverse
students as a whole” (Scanlan & Lopez, 2015, p. 125). Principal Contreras emphasizes
professional development that is specific to improving outcomes of culturally and linguistically
diverse students.
A striking difference is seen at Bridges High School where the school campus is much
more racially and academically homogenous. Although language and literacy are not primary
goals of the school, Principal Bustamante and his teachers are critically aware of the students’
specific needs, the family backgrounds, the importance of education that will assist both the
students and their families, and establishing goals for the future; therefore, at Bridges, strong
character building and graduating in public safety are top priorities. As such, I witnessed the
focused attention on seeking scholarships, modeling appropriate behavior, and all seniors having
a transitional plan for post high school. My perception of the campus and how students succeed
relies on the shared goals of public service, integrity and completion of public safety
certifications. It is a specialized school that provides a unique opportunity for its students and
acceptance of and assimilation to its code of conduct is necessary for student success.
Nevertheless, by developing and implementing a course, Spanish for Safety, Principal
Bustamante evidences belief that the Spanish language is a valuable resource and the course can
positively affect the Latino community.
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High Quality Teaching
In comparing the principals’ perspective and understanding of high quality teaching, the
difference between high quality teachers and high-quality teaching was often a source of
confusion. To review, Goe (2007) explains, “Teacher quality implies that there is a set of inputs
(such as certification, teacher test scores, and college degrees) that serves as indicators of who
will be successful in the classroom. On the other hand, teaching quality implies that it is not
what the teachers have in terms of training and certification, it is what they do in the classroom
that indicates quality” (p. 12). Other definitions of high quality teachers include educator
characteristics developed during their educational training, their experience, and the level of
deep content knowledge (Darling-Hammond, 2004). In this era of accountability, it can also
refer to their teaching ability as measured by how their students perform on local, state or
national assessments (Wenglinsky, 2002). However, referring to Scanlan & Lopez (2012) high
quality teaching includes the teachers’ characteristics and the situational factors that are
involved. In the context of my study, this would equate to how responsive the teacher practices
are that result in academic achievement for Latino students.
Throughout the study, both principals referred to high quality teaching as those practices
that demonstrate their educators are committed to their students such as caring, trusting, and
loyal; also, they describe them as respectful and holding high expectations for all students. This
ethic of care to which they both refer is not a new characteristic in education. Noddings (1986)
proposed “practice in teaching should be practice in caring” (p 504) and the characteristic is
especially relevant when working with culturally and linguistically diverse populations. Both
Principal Bustamante and Principal Contreras portend high quality teaching requires educators
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to do whatever it takes to graduate their students; they mention their teachers are highly
educated and experienced, engaging and responsive to cultural diversity.
When asking the secondary school leaders how they ensure high quality teaching for
every student, both principals respond similarly; quality teaching is evidenced in observing their
teachers and the levels of student engagement; the school leaders seek evidence of continuous
student improvement and growth via multiple methods of formative and summative
assessments. Principal Bustamante provides an example,
“We look at data. This morning was our grade level PLC that is when teachers from each
grade level talk about students, so we talk about bottom quartile students. We look at D and F
reports, and we look at what have we done. What are the interventions that we have done and
what haven’t we done to ensure that our students are getting the support to be successful in
class?”
Ultimately, the leaders share the importance of supporting their teachers with whatever
they need to be successful with the students in the classroom, “We educate the whole child,
every child. We have high expectations and we provide the support they need to meet those
expectations” (Principal Bustamante).
Principal Contreras adds the characteristic of linguistically responsive to the list of high
quality teaching attributes. However, I had minimal opportunity to observe teachers and had to
rely on what I heard about teaching and not what I observed; the opportunity to observe teachers
at City High School was minimal and non-existent at Bridges High School. Overall, the teachers
appeared to be passionate about their students, and most of them stayed late after school daily to
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assist students. One teacher explained, “You don’t stop loving and caring for your students just
because the school day has ended.”
In the end, neither school allowed me the opportunity to observe full-length classes.
Although there were multiple times I was scheduled to observe a teacher, each time, it was
canceled because the teacher did not feel comfortable, or the principal would provide an
alternate observation of a meeting or professional learning community. Twice, when teacher
observations were cancelled, I had hour long in-depth discussions with other personnel on
campus, which, although they were not expected participants of my study, they provided
pertinent information from others’ perspectives that are included in my research.
Comparing the Schools on the Vertical Axis
Applying comparative case study analysis vertically to the schools allows me to study
interactions and trace connections related to district and state policies, and analyze how each
school is affected by the power-over relationships and how they navigate the policies in effort
to best serve their schools. There are specific policies that I witnessed the implementation of
and the aligned results at each school.
As reported, both schools have a predominantly Latino student population, and because
95% of the district demographics are non-White and 52% of the students’ home language is not
English, the English Only law in Arizona (ARS 15-752) directly impacts the student population,
the teachers, the growth measurement, assessments, and the school in general. Although federal
law guarantees a high quality public education for all students, including English Language
Learners, Arizona schools continue to struggle with providing the adequate support through
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Structured English Immersion programs that are proven to be ineffective and segregate the ELL
students.
However, at Bridges High School this is not the case. Although Arizona state law
requires every school to have support for ELL students, there is a loophole that the district uses
to allow Bridges to be exempt from accepting ELL students. If the entrance examination finds a
student is not proficient in English (and/ormath), he/she is not accepted to the school, and
instead, provided with alternate school choices within the district. Per district policy, the district
is required to provide ELL services, but it doesn’t have to be at Bridges High School.
Bustamante explains that personally he wishes he could take every student who applies, but the
reality is that if students cannot pass the entrance exams of math and English, they are not
allowed to attend Bridges High School. This examples how district policies are negotiated to
provide a school with unique opportunities for academically and linguistically proficient
students, but results in unequal access to these privileges for students who are still developing
proficiency.
In contrast, City High School has a large ELL population (12%) and approximately 1/3
of the faculty members are bilingual. Principal Contreras claims non-English speaking students
are drawn to City High because of its reputation of being so culturally diverse. Still, as a
bilingual person himself, he recognizes the ineffectiveness of the current Structured English
Immersion (SEI) program that he is required to implement in accordance with district policy.
Also, he is aware that select smaller schools in the district do not have SEI programs and are
able to side step the district policy. While smaller schools may be exempt from providing SEI
programs, larger schools are required to enroll Emergent Bilingual (EB) students because they
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do provide SEI programs, thereby increasing the number of English language learners at City
High School and the other comprehensive campuses in the district.
However, Principal Contreras is acutely aware of the importance of language, “First of
all, you have to know how to read and understand what you were reading either in home
language or in another language,” implying the need to navigate around the English Only
policy for the sake of the students. Principal Contreras points out that it doesn’t matter which
state assessment or which subject is being assessed, students must comprehend what they are
reading if they are to achieve academically.
In a statement made for Arizona’s newspaper, the Arizona Daily Star, Senator Steve
Farley implores the success of ELL students is critical for the students themselves and for the
state’s economy and suggests states have the ability to implement programs they deem to be
successful. Unfortunately, “We have essentially had a discriminatory situation in this state
against folks born in poverty including people here legally and without documentation. We
don’t always get legislation made from the perspective of what is best, we get legislation made
of what fits the ideology of the person making it and in the case of education, that should never
happen” (Huicochea, 2015). The state senator exposes the issue of race and space, “The study of
policy, however, encourages us to consider how actors respond similarly and differently to a
mandate from state or federal authorities even though the actors are putatively ‘of’ the same
culture” (Bartlett & Vavrus, 2017, p. 75). The context and demographics of the two schools
from the same district result in two very different ways of implementing the same district, state,
and federal language laws and policies.
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Another example is the Title 1 funding for both schools. Title I provides financial
assistance to schools with high numbers or high percentages of children from low-income
families to help ensure that all children meet challenging state academic standards. Because of
the predominantly low-income status of Bridges and City High students, both institutions
receive additional monies for educational support specifically for the high poverty student
population.
In a Title 1 meeting at City High, Principal Contreras and his team were going over the
budget and requested additional full-time math and reading specialists for the following year to
assist their minority students. The Title 1 specialist believed the school would be granted the
money for the additional teachers. They also asked for more AVID tutors and again the
specialist accepted their request.
However, when the City High School administration team asked if they could use Title 1
money to support their Advanced Placement (AP) program as well as the Calculus class,
including advanced calculators, they were denied because Title 1 funds are to assist “low
achieving students or students at risk of failing” (Title 1 Specialist). Still, requests for 6-8
Promethean boards for math and English were approved, as were funds to hire parent
involvement consultants to improve parent engagement.
On the same day, I met with Principal Bustamante at Bridges and he told me, “Full
transparency. I’m worried about my students’ assessments this year because we lost our tutoring
program this year. We had five tutors last year and my teachers appreciated the extra assistance
with the lower quartile students. All year they have been expressing their concerns, but there is
nothing I can do about it.” Apparently, the tutoring program was funded with their federal Title
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1 money, but the state policy for tutors connects the funds to the AVID, (Advancement Via
Individual Determination) program, so in order to receive the federal money for tutors, they
must follow state policy and be an AVID school. When I asked him what he planned to do, he
smiled broadly and said, “Next year, we will be an AVID school.”
The example of the Title 1 money being tied to the AVID program exemplifies the
position in which principals are often placed, and how they must negotiate the requirements of
policies vertically, via local, state and federal lines, to provide the best support for their students.
Koyama’s conceptualization of principals as bricoleurs “situates principals as active, although
unofficial, local policymakers who make sense of and negotiate policy” (2012, p. 5). Therefore,
Principal Bustamante will navigate the policies to become an AVID school at the secondary
level, including teacher training and mandatory AVID electives for students every day even
though Bridges High School students already participate in eight classes per day to be public
safety certified upon graduation. However, Principal Bustamante will ‘make sense of and
negotiate’ the school, district, local and federal policies in pursuit of best serving the needs of
his students (p.5). As school leaders, there is a responsibility to actively resist unfair policies and
continually seek practices that effectively improve their students’ academic experiences.
Tracing the History of Arizona’s Educational Policies on the Transversal Axis
It is important to trace the historical backdrop of educational policies in Arizona to better
comprehend the struggles endured by our Latino students, and “the transversal axis connects the
horizontal elements to one another and to the vertical scales to study across and through a
phenomenon as a way of exploring how it has changed over time” (Bartlett & Vavrus, 2017,
p.92).We know, for example, racial disparities in education have existed for centuries in this
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country resulting in oppressive policies, underfunding, and the segregation of minority students.
The analysis of historical artifacts of Southwest High School District exemplify its long history
of racialized problems in the district, and how the problems have changed over time but still
exist in present day (See Appendix N). Hence, it is essential to historically analyze how the
policies have affected our Latino students over time in order to “... question assumptions about
the shape and form it has taken in the contemporary era” (Bartlett & Vavrus, 2017, p. 94). In
other words, observing policies over space and time may inform how we implement, negotiate or
resist them when seeking optimal ways to improve the education for our Latino students.
In Arizona, there is extensive history of educational policy denying Latino students
equity in education. The first language policy prohibiting Spanish in public schools occurred in
the 1870’s after the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo (1848) ended the Mexican American War.
Many territories including parts of Arizona were taken, and in effort to assimilate Latino students
to American education, the Spanish language, Mexican culture, and history were obliterated
from the curriculum and classrooms (Lopez, 2018). Now, nearly 150 years later, these
discriminatory and oppressive policies still exist in Arizona, perpetuating negative connotations
of the Spanish language, Mexican culture, and history.
Case in point, the Mexican American Studies (MAS) program first created in 1998 in
Tucson, Arizona illustrates the challenges as educators sought to provide a balanced cultural
curriculum for the predominantly Latino high school population (60%). The program engaged
the Mexican students, developed critical consciousness, student/teacher relationships, and
examined racial oppression within their own lived experiences (Cabrera, Milem, Jaquette &
Marx, 2014). In the classrooms, students were situated in a socially just position to critique the
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world around them, challenge injustices and become agents of change. The ultimate goal of
Tucson’s MAS program, however, was to improve academic achievement among Latino
students by providing them with curriculum materials embedded in their native history and
culture.
The program proved to be extremely successful until a political maneuver in 2010, led by
then Superintendent of Instruction, Tom Horne and then Senator John Huppenthal, both
Republicans, found the program to be in violation of HB 2281(which is now Arizona Revised
Statutes §15-112), a law banning courses that promote the overthrow of the U.S. government,
foster racial resentment, are designed for students of a particular ethnic group or advocate ethnic
solidarity. So, pressured by the state, TUSD eliminated the MAS program in January 2012.
However, in that same year, researchers performed an impact analysis of the MAS
program and found that there is a consistent, significant, positive relationship between MAS
participation and student academic performance (Cabrera, Milem, Jaquette & Marx 2012).
Similarly, an audit issued by the state department of education found multiple measures
indicating that the MAS curriculum increased student achievement and was helping to close the
achievement gap, “In each of the last six years, students who failed the reading and writing
AIMS subtests in their sophomore year and then took a MAS course during their junior year
were indeed more likely than the comparison group to pass these two AIMS subjects by the end
of their junior year” (Department of Accountability and Research (2011a). Additionally, students
who enrolled in MAS courses had higher graduation rates (93%) and college attendance rates
(83%) than those who did not take the courses, including White students (Department of
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Accountability and Research (2011b). Clearly, the culturally responsive education program
improved Latino student outcomes.
Meanwhile, the students and teachers of the MAS program vehemently denied all
allegations and challenged the Arizona law. In July 2015, the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals
issued an appeal finding the Arizona Revised Statute § 15-112 denied Tucson students access to
materials and curriculum which is in violation of the First Amendment. In early 2018, the
students won their case; however, despite the win, Arizona Latino students suffered an eightyear loss that will be difficult to recover.
Although TUSD is making gains in culturally relevant teaching and curriculum, the
majority of Arizona’s school districts as well as those across the county perpetuate the
Eurocentric perspective of knowledge at great cost to our CLD children. For example, as recent
as 2014, the Texas Board of Education approved a new textbook on Mexican American
Heritage for public school use. However, upon examination by scholars, they claim the
textbook “is riddled with factual errors, is missing content and promotes racism and culturally
offensive stereotypes, such as Mexicans being lazy, not valuing hard work and bringing crime
and drugs into the United States” (Isensee, 2016). Paulo Freire (2000) argued the most
effective strategy to weaken ethnic identity is to control young people’s knowledge about their
culture, history, values, and language, and clearly, the negative portrayal reinforces stereotype
and the continued subordination of our Latino students. Historically, Arizona’s public-school
system has been resistant to cultural responsivity, even with evidence of improved student
academic achievement that results from a culturally responsive program; hence, replication of
White dominant curricula still exists in Arizona schools.
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In a similar deficit orientation, Arizona’s English Only policy is a direct assault on
Spanish dominant speakers and students in the state. In 2000, Proposition 203 replaced bilingual
law to English Only claiming that all children in Arizona should be provided a public education
English. Moreover, if English is not their native language, they must be placed in a Sheltered
English Immersion (SEI) program. The policy has been found detrimental to the learning of
Latino students, “Arizona represents a highly restrictive context, mandating Structured English
Immersion (SEI) instruction for all ELLs (Crawford, 2000). In 2006, Arizona also adopted a
daily 4-hr English language development (ELD) block, during which ELLs are separated by
proficiency, and teachers are required to focus on English acquisition to the exclusion of content
(August, Goldenberg, & Rueda, 2010). By eliminating bilingual education programs and
implementing a four-hour block of English Language Development, it not only promotes
segregation, but also reduces the quality of education for minorities and English Language
Learners (Garcia, Lawton & Diniz de Figueroa, 2010). Latino students are denied the rich
learning environment of their peers and instead, receive a narrowed curriculum designed to
address state assessments that is considered substandard by comparison.
Despite the shift in demographics that could be the impetus to implement policies to
assist the new student majority, the Arizona government seems steadfast in maintaining policies
and assessments that stifle academic opportunities and achievement for Latino students. Hence,
Arizona policymakers must consider the local context of school districts when developing
language, curricular, and other education policies, “Unless practice is truly situated in a
community’s struggle to define language and policy in its own terms, the children’s educational
experience is short-changed and the community’s well-being is compromised” (Valenzuela,
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2002, p. 237). Educational polices with the intention of creating equity for all students require
acknowledgement of current changes in demographics, recognition of cultural differences, and
revision of outdated policies that inhibit achievement.
In the end, by tracing the English Only, SEI and ELD policies on the transversal axis, we
can compare them historically to present day, and ultimately confirm the oppressive policies
continue to deter the achievement of Latino students. In my study, Principal Contreras negotiates
the policies to provide equity for his CLD students, of whom approximately 250 are classified as
ELL, but he also has classes where these same students are segregated as exampled in the
Integrated Science classes. In contrast, while the district circumvents the policies for Bridges
High School, so the predominantly Latino student population can excel in a small public safety
focused institution, ELL students are denied access and opportunity to their school with can be
viewed as discriminatory. Nevertheless, analyzing the policies historically reminds us of the
urgency to interrogate policies, and the responsibility of school leaders to resist oppressive
policies and advocate for equity in education.
CHAPTER SEVEN: FINDINGS
In this section, I present the key findings in my study that are directly related to my
research questions. Next, I examine other major themes discovered. Important to note in the
comparative case study (CCS) approach is the process orientation that insists on an emergent
design (Bartlett & Vavrus, 2017). By following the line of inquiry, the data led to other themes
that were not initially part of the study. Because CCS approach is not bounded, it allows me to
share my findings on other themes that emerged such as the impact of politics and safety and the
role they play on culturally responsive leaders. Lastly, I share findings from the analysis of the
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three CCS axes that contribute to a recognition of culturally responsive leadership beliefs and
practices that improve equity in education for our Latino students, structures that reduce barriers
to achievement that have a long history of assimilation, and policies that perpetuate
marginalization and require reform.
High Expectations
There are many indications of culturally responsive leadership occurring at Bridges and
City High Schools and the most predominant evidence is the principals’ belief that all students
can succeed, “Culturally proficient educational leaders take responsibility for helping each
student understand himself or herself as a unique, competent, and valued member of a diverse
cultural community rather than a deprived minority in a dominant culture” (Lindsey, Roberts, &
Campbell Jones, 2005, p. 44). Both leaders utilize their background and lived experiences to
model success, create opportunity, and hold high expectations for every student.
Moreover, Principal Contreras’ initiative at City High School for schoolwide
participation in college applications has extended to every campus in the district, providing
more opportunity and access to higher education. Even though Bridges High School has a public
safety focus, every student applies for college even if the plan is to transition directly to work or
the military after high school graduation. Mr. Bustamante believes that the college application
process instills confidence and provides an opportunity for the student to realize he/she has
options. According to the schools’ websites, every year more Latino students are enrolling in
college; however, no data from the schools are available on the number of students who stay in
college and earn a degree. Regardless, the principals of Bridges and City High Schools have
created an academic climate on their campuses and the principals’ high expectations of students
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and teachers are evident in their interactions with school community members and the
successful academic outcomes of their Latino students.
Culturally Responsive Teaching
However, regarding the school leaders’ expectations of culturally responsive teaching
practices, I was unable to observe full length lessons of instruction. Hence, I did not garner
sufficient evidence to determine whether culturally responsive teaching practices directly
influence the positive outcomes of their Latino students. From the short observations of several
ELL classes, I witnessed examples of cultural content integration including lessons with the
students’ names and origin and students having opportunities to write about their personal
background as options. According to Banks, (1993) cultural content integration is the extent to
which teachers provide content from diverse cultures to deliver key concepts, issues and
generalizations within their subject area, an integral component for educators of culturally
diverse student populations. Although both principals lead predominantly minority populations,
neither leader spoke of cultural content integration as a factor in promoting Latino student
achievement in his school. In line with this finding, culturally relevant pedagogues that are
designed to develop the cultural competence of students were somewhat evident in the ELL
classes at City High School. As expected, developing cultural competence was not an
expectation at Bridges High School; still, in addition to emphasizing public safety and a
culturally unified campus, the school’s course offering, Spanish for Public Safety, demonstrates
awareness of community needs and a way for students to connect and contribute to their
community.
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High Quality Teaching
Because I was never able to observe teachers for complete class lessons, high quality
teaching was the most difficult theme to garner data. To be clear, classroom walk-throughs are
useful to determine level of engagement, class climate, student/teacher interactions, and rapport,
but to assess culturally and linguistically responsive practices require longer sessions of
observation. High quality teaching requires teachers to be critically conscious of their students’
situational factors that then is interpreted into the classroom through culturally relevant
materials integrated into the lessons. Without access to full classroom observations, I was unable
to collect data to from within classrooms; however, high quality teaching was one of the main
topics of discussion on both campuses.
Furthermore, from speaking with teachers and the principals, and observing the teachers
for short durations of time, there was evidence of high quality teaching characteristics. The
teachers are aware of cultural and situational differences; they are caring and supportive, and
they are receiving professional development to learn strategies to enhance the educational
experiences of CLD students. However, without sufficient data, it is impossible to accurately
report on high quality teaching at either school.
Throughout the study, Principals Bustamante and Contreras referred to the teachers as
high quality and the key reason for student success. Both leaders attribute the positive Latino
student outcomes to great teachers. However, high quality teaching was broadly equated to
teacher effectiveness and measured by student achievement and growth.
Throughout data collection I highlighted the adjectives used by the school leaders to
define/describe their understanding of high quality teachers/teaching and they included teachers
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who were: committed, caring, trusting, highly educated, experienced, build strong relationships
with students, engaging, and responsive to students’ needs. Both principals agreed the educators
hold high expectations for all students:
“Our teachers truly care about our kids, care about their success, and do whatever they
can to ensure it.’
“They [teachers] will do whatever it takes to graduate students.”
“They are here for the kids.”
“They want to be here [school]. Once they join our family, they want to stay.”
Although I do not have sufficient evidence to comment on the quality of teachers as
practitioners on either campus, I found bountiful evidence of care and compassion from the
leaders and educators. The principals comment on their teachers’ passion for their students and
both believe the teachers are aware of their Latino students’ struggles in a racialized society.
With the current political unrest, the teachers work to create a safe and caring environment
where the students develop a sense of belonging despite residing in a city that has established
negativity towards Latino members of the community.
Culturally Relevant Education
Through discussions and observations of the principals and teachers, I discovered the
schools lack a systemic orientation towards culturally relevant education. By developing
schoolwide structures that support diversity in education provides knowledge about and value
to cultures other than our own. In addition, authentic learning activities increase sense of
belonging and trust among culturally diverse learners. Aronson and Laughter’s synthesis of
literature ultimately finds the goal of culturally relevant educators is “to combat oppression by
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enabling all groups to have an equitable portion of society” (2016, p. 167). Through my
doctoral journey and scholarship, I have learned how CLD students can benefit from culturally
relevant learning activities. Aronson & Laughter’s (2016) synthesis of literature provide
evidence –based research of studies across content areas signify the positive student outcomes
when participating in culturally relevant education, “The research demonstrates that the
engagement of CRE across the content areas resulted in positive increases in academic skill and
concepts “(p. 196).
Although some of the studies shared in Aronson and Laughter’s research connect
positive gains in test scores to CRE, more important is to emphasize education for life-long
learning, not just for test scores (p. 196). We must move away from standardized assessment as
the only indicator of student achievement, “In promoting cultural competence, the research
reported how students in every content area made connections to academic cultures and gained
pride in their home cultures through developing connections between the two” (p. 198). With
an increasingly diverse student population, it is important to reform the current public-school
knowledge that is from the White dominant perspective and develop a deeper knowledge from
multiple perspectives. By implementing culturally relevant education, we can provide
knowledge that is inclusive and from a multicultural perspective-- in line with the
demographics of our diverse society and the world at large.
Critical Consciousness
Both principals demonstrate critical self-awareness and consciousness, “Leaders must
have an awareness of self and an understanding of the context in which they lead. Additionally,
leaders must use their understanding to envision and create a new environment of learning for
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children in their building who have been marginalized because of race and class. They must be
keenly aware of inequitable factors that adversely affect their students’ potential” (Khalifa,
Gooden & Davis, 2016, p. 10). Although Principal Contreras works within a larger and more
culturally diverse student population, he and Principal Bustamante are highly self-reflective
leaders who utilize their background and experience to connect with their students and promote
a positive educational environment. Moreover, they empathize with the students but maintain a
“no excuses” campus climate.
Critical self-reflection is another integral aspect, where “an individual leader is
recognizing that he or she is a cultural being influenced by multidimensional aspect of cultural
identity, even as she or he attempts to do the work of leadership” (p. 14). Thus, both
Latino/Hispanic leaders must be aware of the cultural differences and with their predominantly
White teachers it is critical they educate the teachers to develop a recognition and a willingness
to understand how power works, especially along racial lines. It is one thing to acknowledge that
teachers and students have different experiences, perspectives and world views; it is another to
understand that the predominantly White teachers’ perspective has significantly more power
attached to it. Principal Bustamante and Principal Contreras must be mindful of cultural
differences and insist on critical dialogues to expose power differentials and insist educators are
receptive in utilizing strategies that recognize and honor cultural differences in educational
activities.
Sociocultural Integration
In Khalifa, Gooden and Davis’ (2016) Culturally Responsive School Leadership
Framework (CRSLF), the local and indigenized identities must be embraced and should be
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promoted through sociocultural inclusion. City High School has an established reputation for its
diverse student population and integration is evident on the campus; however, there are
instances of segregation occurring for the ELL population. Comparatively, the Bridges High
School student population is predominantly Latino, at 90%, but the school embraces the local
identity of its Latino community. However, Bridges High School requires the passage of an
entrance exam for admittance that excludes ELL and other students who are not proficient in
reading, writing or math; additionally, the school does not provide a program for ELL, whereby
a segment of the student population is restricted from attending the school. These exclusionary
practices not only discriminate against groups of students, they prevent sociocultural integration
on the campus and replicate oppression. Still, City High exhibits segregation practices with
Integrated Science classes that have all ELL students in the same classes. This is done at the
request of the teacher, even though there is research to support the advantages of heterogeneous
groupings, especially for linguistically diverse students, “Heterogeneous grouping of students
across language backgrounds is advantageous because it allows students to both model and
receive linguistic interactions” (Scanlan & Lopez, 2015, p. 89). Moreover, during conversations
with the ELL teachers on campus, they mentioned that their ELL students feel isolated from the
rest of the student body. The feelings of isolation can stem from the single building on campus
that houses all of their classes and/or the segregation of their classes from the rest of the students
who are not ELL.
Furthermore, Arizona’s English Only policy not only allows segregation of ELL for
Structured English Immersion blocks of four hours per day, but requires it (Arizona Department
of Education, 2008). In other words, this state policy is working to prevent sociocultural
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integration for our students. Khalifa and his colleagues’ culturally responsive school leadership
framework (2016) includes challenging exclusionary policies, teachers, and behaviors, and as a
leader of diverse students, it is imperative for principals to find ways to provide classes specific
to ELL students while not separating them for long periods from their peers.
Structures to Ensure Access to Equity in Education
Integrated Comprehensive Service Delivery
The Southwest High School District has implemented many structures to provide
integrated comprehensive service delivery (Frattura & Capper, 2007) that prevent student failure
and increase access to equitable education for Latino students, and Bridges and City High
Schools take advantage of the schoolwide services and insist the structures consistently
contribute to and enhance student learning. The first is Advisory, a time embedded during the
students’ daily schedules that allows for more time and instruction in subject areas the students
find challenging. The teachers and school leaders mention Advisory as being a positive impact
on their students’ academics.
The second structure (only available to AVID district schools) is the free tutoring service
available for students at City High School, and again, the educators found the tutors to be highly
effective in supporting Latino students with challenging coursework. The third structure is
Saturday School, an additional day the school is open for the students allows students to make
up work who have been absent, or students who request additional assistance, to attend school
an additional day. There were mixed comments about the efficacy of Saturday School as
multiple teachers and administrators mentioned that because teachers are able to assign students
to attend on Saturdays, often the students view it as punishment.
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The fourth structure in place is the counseling program and both schools have exemplary
programs in place where counselors assist the students academically, socially, and emotionally.
The counselors work with the students and their families on a variety of issues: homelessness,
immigration, DACA, deportation, to name a few; however, the level of assistance varies from
school to school, but the district supports counseling departments and considers them an integral
part of the educational process. According to the Hechinger Report (2018), researchers have
found a connection with counseling programs contributing to improved graduation rates and
lower dropout rates of Latino students. One example comes from Colorado, where a counseling
program is funded through grants from the Colorado School Counselor Corps; the state has seen
vast improvements in their efforts to close achievement gaps. As a result of hiring additional
counselors and providing professional development to low-income schools, the most recent data
from 2016 show an increase in graduation rates from 65%-80%, lower dropout rates, and the
number of students taking college-level courses increase to74% compared to 48% at schools that
were not funded with the counseling program (Colorado Department of Education, 2018).
Colorado citizens recognize the importance of education on the state’s economy; by 2020, 74%
of the jobs in Colorado will require post-secondary education (Colorado Department of Higher
Education, 2016).
The last two structures are The American Dream Academy and Freshman Academy.
Freshman Academy is a free summer school program that prepares students with valuable skills
for attending high school. Not only do the students receive free breakfast and lunch for the
duration of the program, they also receive free bus passes to transport them to and from the
schools. At the end of the program, they receive .5 high school credit, an incentive for prospective
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students to attend while learning useful skills to apply to their educational journey. The last
program offered to all students is The American Dream Academy (ADA), a nonprofit model
integrated into an entrepreneurial unit at Arizona State University (ASU), the Center for
Community Development and Civil Rights. The innovative academy connects parents of
marginalized, at-risk students to ASU, and offers a space for parents to be involved in their
students’ academics that is close to their homes. Although the flyer for the American Dream
Academy is double sided to promote the Academy in both English and Spanish, only the English
side invites the students to “choose ASU as their preferred higher education institution of
choice.” (See Appendix M).

Additional Themes Identified
Employing the process oriented comparative case study approach allows me to explore
other themes that emerged during the study, “The CCS approach is guided by critical theory and
its concerns and assumptions regarding power and inequality…critical theory aims to critique
inequality…it studies the cultural production of structures, processes and practices of power and
exploitation, and agency” (Bartlett & Vavrus, 2017, p. 39). Hence, the power-over structures of
the White dominant culture are blatantly revealed through the process of my study, through time
and space, and demonstrate current challenges that are adversely affecting schools and their
predominantly Latino populations. As a researcher, it is my responsibility to expose inequities
that constrain, restrict and demoralize human beings, and the themes below depict the struggles
and fears our Latino student population must endure as a result of the White dominant and
hegemonic society.
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Gentrification
Following a generation of White flight, the large urban city that houses City and Bridges
High is witnessing a resurgence of affluent White members joining their community and with
them, new construction and “revitalization” of the downtown district. Gentrification surfaced as
a theme during many of the teachers’ meetings. In light of safety concerns, teachers spoke often
about the students’ backgrounds and concern for their families. Amid the concerns, teachers
reported students having to make long trips on the light rail because their families can no longer
afford to live in the school’s community. Principal Contreras pointed out luxury apartments
across the street from City High, and neighborhoods around both schools are upscale, newly
renovated or newly built. The general consensus is that the students and their families are being
pushed out and replaced by DINKS (Double income, no kids).
Lipman (2011) explains how gentrification “serves as a key opportunity for profitable
investment, a key source of revenue for cities, and a principal tool for marketing the city to the
upper middle class” (p.25). However, the effects on those displaced is devastating as they are
“pushed to the outskirts of the city and beyond by de facto racial segregation in housing and
inflated housing and rental markets” (p. 26). Not only do low income families lose their homes
through gentrification, but it is only a matter of time before downtown public schools become
obsolete.
Social and Other Media Sources
Besides the accounts provided earlier in this paper, both school leaders have ongoing
issues with social media, and Principal Bustamante explains how quickly it can affect the school
and students, “Social media doesn’t help. When something happens, whether it is on the
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weekend, at home or what have you, and someone is told in confidence, unfortunately
sometimes, you know the entire school knows and so then it creates dissonance between
students, and it can become disruptive.”
The situations involving students on social media are not exclusive to Bridges and City
High; the school district, along with two other districts in the city faced threats on social media
that required police and FBI intervention leading to the police department posting a response to
the threats, “This isn’t a joke. It is a felony.” (Southwest Police Department, 2017). Social
media has a presence on school campuses and cannot be ignored.
Media
In contemporary society today, news and other media sources are now inextricably
linked with educational institutions, and Bridges and City High find the media reports tend to
describe the schools and their students from a negative perspective. During a faculty meeting,
the teachers express concern about the school and district’s bad reputation portrayed and
perpetuated by the media, and a few of the comments are reported below:
“The media has a part of the narrative and refers to our schools as ‘ghetto schools’.”
“The media portrays our diverse student population as a negative influence on our
community.”
“The media uses our schools to associate bad experiences that occur in the community.”
A teacher shared a story about a robbery at a Circle K down the street from the school. Instead
of naming the crossroads of the store, the media named the school in close proximity to the
Circle K, thereby instilling a negative connotation about their school. All of the teachers agree
that the comments from the media, though inaccurate are hurtful and affect the student body.
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One teacher mentioned a student asked her, “Why don’t they like us? They don’t even know
us.”
It is important to contextualize the negative media attention Southwest High School
District receives. The high schools from the district are situated in one of the largest urban cities
in Arizona with predominantly Latino students. The state is notorious for its highly controversial
laws that are anti-immigrant and anti-immigration. Compound the problem with decades of
negative perceptions of the Latino community members, and the inaccurate and misleading
portrayal of Latinos in the media is now deeply entrenched in Arizona. Social construction
theory explains how “groups of individuals are characterized and perceived by the society at
large. Social constructions may be either positive or negative, and they fluctuate with the
cultural spirit of the times” (Magana, 2013, p. 19). The scholars further argue that groups who
have little political power, such as immigrants who do not have the right to vote, become easy
targets and often are used as political scapegoats (p. 20). The negative stereotypes and
reputations that result are demoralizing and demeaning, and very difficult to erase. Presently, the
leaders of Southwest High School District are now so concerned with the bad reputation
targeted at the district, that the superintendent has hired a consultant firm to rebrand the district;
they are asking for input from the teachers and school leaders.
Politics & Safety
It is not surprising that politics emerged as a theme of the study given the context of the
schools amid National turmoil for our DACA and immigrant populations. In April 2018,
Arizona’s Supreme Court ruled DACA students would no longer be protected under the
Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals program and therefore ineligible to attend college at the
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in-state tuition rate; further, they are no longer eligible to apply for state or federal financial
assistance.
In addition to the concern with how DACA policies affect the students and their families,
the disturbance and fear created from volatile immigration reached both campuses. During the
time of my study, there were numerous news reports regarding immigrants, such as the one
reported from an independent news source in the UK, Independent, “’Thirty-four people
believed to be immigrants who entered the country illegally have been put in federal custody
after a house was raided in Arizona” US Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) officials
said’ (2018). The fact that the raids are occurring near the schools causes real fear:
“We know some of our students aren’t sure if mom or dad is going to be home or if they
are going to be deported or whatever the case is —that is their reality. With everything else in
term of the road blocks in terms of access to higher education how difficult that is for
individuals, our DACA students. So, the political climate, it is what it is, but we are still going
to continue on to love kids, to educate kids, to provide them the social and emotional support to
make them successful” (Principal Bustamante).
Principal Contreras shares similar thoughts:
As an administrator, as an instructional leader you have to be aware of the fact
that upcoming updates on immigration or security, not just for our DACA
students, but for our refugees. And you also have to make sure that it doesn’t
come into play in your campus climate. We want our students to feel safe, and
not to be targeted, not to be shamed on so you have to make sure that students
understand that they have a voice and that we provide that space for them , but it
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is a voice of reason and thirdly, we have to remind our staff as teachers, whether
we are on the same political party or not, we have to first and foremost protect
our students and provide that safe learning environment in our classroom and be
aware of our own thinking and not let our own thinking cloud that environment.
Neither principal wants to be involved in politics, but Koyama (2013) explains how
principals “play active policy roles in negotiating federal regulations and local initiatives, as
well as selectively performing assessment and accountability mandates” and should not view
the policies as constraints, but as information with which they are in a position to actively
respond. To be an actor in the educational arena, principals must be politically aware and
actively protect their students.
Safety
A component of a culturally responsive and inclusive environment includes reducing the
anxiety of the students (Khalifa, Gooden & Davis, 2016); both principals foster caring
relationships with the students whereby anxiety is reduced. Principal Bustamante and Principal
Contreras cultivate the ethic of care in their school communities which is gravely important
given Arizona’s political climate and hostility toward Latinos, immigrants and refugees. In a
National poll completed by 800 Latino members in November 2017, Latinos reported feeling
less safe after Trump’s election, and 72% perceive Whites to be more discriminatory or angry
towards them since the presidential election (Vargas, 2018). The principals are aware of the
increased public safety concerns and prioritize the socioemotional well-being of students and
teachers. In spite of the tenuous community climate, the leaders are intentional in providing
safe spaces for their stakeholders.
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Summary of Findings
While I set out to document the culturally responsive practices and beliefs of school
leaders who demonstrate cultural responsivity on their predominantly Latino student campuses,
I found that the major factors the principals contributed to their student’s success were the
teachers, high expectations and an inclusive caring environment. Most unexpected was the
prevalence of political issues that ignited fear on campuses, and the influence of public and
social media that negatively impacted the public schools. Overall, the commitment of the
teachers and school leaders to create loving and caring communities allowed the students to
have a safe space at their schools despite the political unrest that affected their daily lives. In
sum, the school leaders believe education is the way to break the cycle of poverty and prepare
for a successful future, and their passion pushes them to overcome whatever obstacle presents
itself for the benefit of their students.
CHAPTER VIII: SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
As the nation becomes more racially and culturally diverse, the public educational
system has a responsibility to adapt accordingly. Unfortunately, the hegemonic dominant culture
replicates public education from a power-over perspective that is detrimental to the Latino
student population. In Arizona where the majority student population is Hispanic/Latino, the
restrictive educational practices are even more prevalent with language policies that further
discriminate against and segregate Latino students. Instead of developing culturally responsive
practices and policies to ensure Latino student success, the current educational system is failing
Latino students.
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According to the Arizona Department of Education (2018), the high school graduation
rate of Latino students in 2016 was 76% compared to the U.S. rate of 79% (National Center for
Educational Statistics, 2018). Graduation is not the only concern; Latino student have fewer
opportunities to access Advanced Placement courses and dual enrollment courses in high school,
and they have lower university admittance and graduation rates than White students (Milem,
Salazar & Bryan, 2016). It is evident the Arizona public school system has neglected to provide
solutions to create equitable education and policy reform that would improve the educational
experiences of our Latino students.
Although Latino students in Arizona and across the country trail behind their White
peers because of these opportunity gaps and restrictive policies, there are Arizona high school
principals with predominantly Latino students who are breaking trends and improving the
educational outcomes of their students. I sought to study the leaders of successful schools,
identify their beliefs and practices that promote cultural responsivity, and expose barriers that
prevent Latino students from achieving academically. Ultimately, principals who practice
culturally responsive leadership are making a difference in Arizona and promoting equity in
education for our marginalized Latino population. This study is important as it offers a
perspective of contemporary education in a racialized and politicized large urban Arizona city
along with the principals’ personal experiences as they navigate the tumultuous terrain of
politics and policy that threaten the Latino community in Arizona.
In this chapter, first I provide a brief overview of the study. Then, I summarize my
findings and the new themes as they unfolded during the study. Next, I present a discussion of
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the implications. Lastly, I share recommendations for improving culturally responsive
leadership.
Overview of the Study
There are schools in Arizona where Latino students are thriving, and my study explored
the role of the school leader in creating an inclusive and welcoming environment for culturally
and linguistically diverse students; additionally, I investigated the structures, beliefs, and
behaviors they promoted on campus to enhance and improve their Latino students’ academic
experiences. I used a purposive sampling of secondary school leaders from a large urban high
school district because I wanted leaders whose predominantly Latino student populations are
steadily improving academically.
I performed a comparative case study (CSS) approach using interviews and observations
of the school leaders, the teachers, and other personnel. I completed copious field notes of all
interactions, walk-throughs, meetings and school functions. My process was iterative and
required multiple analysis sessions. I analyzed the leaders’ responses to the interview questions
and compared them seeking themes; then, I analyzed the transcriptions from their interviews and
sought responses that connect to the research questions (Appendices H and I). I highlighted
themes from field notes and color-coded them as well as sub-categories that emerged within the
themes. As the leaders became more comfortable with my presence, we had many follow-up
discussions that added depth to analysis and clarified answers. The interviews allowed the
principals to narrate their experiences, explain their beliefs and openly share their thoughts on
education and specifically, about their schools and their roles as educational leaders. The
resultant data provides a detailed analysis of the leaders’ beliefs, behaviors, and practices that
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are crucial to understanding the role of the principal in leading culturally diverse student
campuses.
Summary
This study sought to identify the behaviors and beliefs of two secondary principals
whose schools continually produce successful educational outcomes for their Latino students. It
also examined the school structures that provided access and opportunity of educational equity,
contributed to the students’ experiences at school and prepared them for high school and
beyond. Moreover, it was my intent to expose the beliefs and behaviors of leaders who are
creating positive outcomes for Latino students in Arizona. In doing so, I explored other relevant
themes that are important to consider when developing culturally responsive leaders. In both
case studies, specific beliefs and behaviors emerged that demonstrate resistance to deficit
constructions of marginalized students and are recommended for other school leaders to
improve the educational experiences of Latino students: Both leaders are critically aware of their
students’ cultural background and inculcate a schoolwide ethic of care; they are passionate for
student success and set high expectations for students and teachers; continuous professional
development is an integral component of developing teachers’ craft to improve student
outcomes, and both principals agree the teachers and students are the primary contributory
factors for high performance of their Latino students.
While investigating how school leaders’ behaviors and beliefs influence teaching and
learning of predominantly Latino student populations in Arizona through a critical lens, there is
still evidence of deficit thinking and segregation practices in education. The study exposes a
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shift in priorities for Arizona school leaders, where politics and safety have become key factors
in leading culturally diverse student campuses.
Politics play a larger role on school campuses, in part, because of the instantaneous
availability of media, both public and social. Students are cognizant of the influence politics
play on their education and have a vested interest in what is happening; social media provides
up-to-the-minute updates that inform the public, including our children. However, the
information is skewed, ill-conceived, constructed with bias, or aimed at inciting fear and unrest.
The ramifications include the instant notification of sensitive information and access to changes
such as in educational policy as they occur in real time. In turn, the news spreads quickly and
causes turmoil for our Latino students, their families, and their communities.
As a result, school leaders are challenged with creating a culturally responsive teaching
and learning environment amidst a politically charged community. Political awareness and
activism are skills now required of school leaders who must interrogate state and federal
legislation that denigrates and oppresses Latino students; leaders must influence change to
occur, starting at the building level. Additionally, Young, Madsen, and Young (2010) reveal
principals are not equipped to handle the demographic shifts in student populations; nor are they
prepared to lead a culturally diverse student community; accordingly, they may not have the
ability to articulate meaningful discourse about diversity. Integrating culturally relevant
education requires professional development for leaders and teachers to acquire the skillset to
teach, honor, and value the cultural diversity of their students while navigating the volatile
terrain of politics.
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However, for real change to occur, the community members and individuals beyond the
school leaders must be proactive and develop political agency; the effort for equity in education
is also contingent on the involvement of teachers and students, and Giroux explains,
Learning how to deliberate, make judgments and exercise choices, particularly as the
latter are brought to bear on critical activities that offer the possibility of change. Civic
education as it is experienced and produced throughout an ever-diminishing number of
institutions provides individuals with opportunities to see themselves as capable of doing
more than the existing configurations of power of any given society would wish to admit
(2012, p.39).
Therefore, activism in leadership may instill transformational initiatives as schools
collectively demand better educational opportunities for Latino students; equity in education
requires policy reform, which requires action and the voices of educational leaders and all
stakeholders. Safety, as a result of local and national violence, is another priority for school
leaders. This year alone, CNN reported 23 incidents of gun violence in schools during the first
21 weeks of 2018 (Ahmed & Walker, 2018). This staggering statistic clarifies the rationale to
position safety in schools as a priority. For our Latino students in Arizona, there pose additional
concerns for safety. With the lack of federal clarity around DACA, the rise in ICE enforcement,
the overt racialization of undocumented individuals – these issues should be carefully
considered and addressed through policy reform.
Another discovery encountered in the study is the continued exclusionary and
segregation practices in contemporary public schools, even campuses that are improving
educational outcomes for Latino students. Again, policy reform is necessary to change state
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approved restrictive practices. The historical documents expose a long history of discriminatory
and oppressive practices against Latino students in Arizona including the antiquated educational
policies that hinder the academic progress of our students such as the SEI program requirement
and the English Only state law.
However, educators are fighting for policy reform; most recently, in February 2018,
there was a House Bill on the docket that may overhaul the way Arizona teaches English to their
ELL students. If approved, HB2435 would remove the mandated four-hour block of SEI as well
as allow for alternative research-based programs (Legiscan, 2018). It is at this juncture that
educators must interrogate the relations of power including policy makers who resist
methodology of best practices, such as bilingual and dual immersion programs, that are
research-based and prove to be more effective than Arizona’s SEI and English Only policies that
replicate discrimination and segregation practices.
Besides being socially just, equally important in the quest for equitable education for is
the economic benefit. Darling-Hammond (2014) speaks with a group of Arizona and explains
how essential it is for students to have:
“. . .deeper learning opportunities critical to developing skills necessary in our rapidly
changing economy…There is increasing demand for non-routine skills –
communication, analysis and thinking – while the demand for manual labor or even
routine cognitive skills has gone way down…The skills that are easiest to teach and test
are also the ones easiest to digitize, automate and outsource. The kind of education that
used to be reserved for students in honors track and Advanced Placement courses is now
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the education all our kids need to compete in the labor market and be part of society”
(2014, Arizona Education News).
Moreover, Darling Hammond (2014) reminds us that the current student population is
our future and we should care about the quality of education our children receive; if not from a
humanistic perspective then from an economic lens. A report from Georgetown University
Center for Education and the Workforce projected that 61% of the jobs in Arizona will require
more than high school education by this year, 2018. Traditionally low-skill jobs now require
post-secondary education. They also found that by 2020, Arizona will require 900,000 more
degreed professionals than it will have. Compound these staggering statistics with the fact the
65% of Latinos in Arizona do not have any post-secondary education, and it is imperative to
close the opportunity gap for the sake of the students and of the state (Luna & Espinoza, 2015,
p.). Clearly, equity in education is in the best interest of our children, but also, academically
successful Latino students support Arizona’s economy. Either way, the leaders in the study
firmly believe in education and insist college preparation is a primary goal and the key to
success.
Other interesting findings from the study include the following: High expectations,
considered imperative for achievement for the last fifty years, are still essential for cultural
responsivity (Ladson-Billings, 1995, 2002, 2006), and are considered a priority on both school
campuses today. Culturally relevant pedagogy “that empowers students intellectually socially,
emotionally, and politically using cultural referents to impart knowledge, skills and attitudes”
(Ladson-Billings, 1994, pp. 16-17) is a way for schools to combat historically oppressive
structure. Yet, a system of culturally relevant education has not found its way to either campus
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and the reason may be that the principals do not have adequate training or knowledge to
implement a schoolwide CRE program. Finally, deficit thinking continues to be a threat to
Latino students, and school leaders must be willing to guide teachers to interrogate their
assumptions about their students that may negatively impact learning (Singleton & Linton,
2006).
Implicit Leadership Beliefs and Behaviors
One goal of the study was to reveal implicit leadership beliefs and behaviors, and I
discovered six behaviors and beliefs through my interactions with the principals:
•

Some school leaders still believe deficit thinking does not exist on their campuses
even with the knowledge of its long history and existence in Arizona and its
specific target towards Latino students

•

School leaders don’t fully understand the value of culturally relevant education
and therefore do not see the urgency nor benefit to CRE

•

School leaders believe high quality teaching is more about teacher characteristics
e.g., caring, experienced, qualified, and less about knowing the situational factors
of their students and the community

•

School leaders are willing to do whatever it takes to ensure their students are
successful, even if it goes against state or federal policy

•

Segregation and exclusionary practices still exist, even on high performing
campuses, and leaders don’t resist them
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School leaders do not challenge Whiteness or hegemonic epistemologies in
school (Theoharis & Haddix, 2011), nor do they challenge curricula from the
Western perspective
o Without challenge, the knowledge and ideas of the dominant culture are
replicated

The implicit behaviors and beliefs of the school leaders are significant because their exposure
allow us to understand the current practices of Arizona leaders in contemporary society who
are tasked with navigating politically and racially charged issues while attempting to provide
equitable practices for their Latino students. Context matters, and the principals’ experiences
and narrations exemplify the challenges educational leaders are confronted with in Arizona.
Implications for Practice
The study justifies the continued importance of holding high expectations for teachers
and students to improve Latino student outcomes and there is a large body of research that
concurs. Since the landmark study of Rosenthal and Jacobson (1968) performed on teachers
revealing the Pygmalion Effect, commonly known as the self- fulfilling prophecy, many more
studies have concurred their findings. They determined the extent of teacher expectation on
students’ performance and proved that teachers with positive expectations influenced the
students positively while negative or low expectations resulted in lower student performance,
and nearly 40 years later, a meta-analysis from Tenenbaum and Ruck (2007) confirmed White
teachers had higher expectations for White students than for Latino students. Clearly, high
expectations are a precursor to student performance and should be employed for all students, but
especially minority children.
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Another crucial implication is the prevalence of deficit thinking. Because it is woven
into the fabric of our society, and teachers and leaders are products of our environment, deficit
thinking, and teacher bias still present a negative force in education and disrupting the deficit
paradigm must be a priority. Professional development for leaders and teachers is vital to
acknowledge and recognize their own assumptions and stereotypes to ensure students are
provided with culturally inclusive and respectful learning environments. To combat the deficit
thinking perspective, professional development should emphasize culturally responsive practices
and equity (Garcia & Guerra, 2004).
However, the deficit perspective is so pervasive and so deeply entrenched in our culture
and society, it is another reason culturally relevant education is so important and should be
included in K-12 curriculum. Although there is abundant scholarship of the effectivity of
culturally responsive pedagogy on marginalized populations, in this study the evidence of
application to practice at either school was minimal. It is critical for theory-based scholarship to
be applied to educational practice because Culturally Relevant Education (CRE) is a
“connection to students’ lives and an obligation to aid in the empowerment of students”
(Aronson & Laughter, 2016, p. 188). Through knowledge, critical awareness, and the
recognition and value of others’ cultures, deficit thinking can be exposed and replaced with
asset-based pedagogies that empower Latino and other minority populations that historically
have been marginalized.
Another discovery I found during the study is that the majority of the teachers on both
campuses are Euro-American which creates a cultural mismatch that may negatively influence
student achievement. Rodriguez (2014) found that Latino students did not feel their White
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teachers cared to develop relationships with them, and as a result, the students felt disconnected
and isolated. Additionally, he determined strong teacher-student relationships are key in dropout
prevention.
Decades of research on teachers who look like their students and have similar cultural
and linguistic backgrounds have positive effects on student outcomes in academics. According
to a report from the National Collaborative on Diversity in the Teaching Force (2004), teachers
of color can serve as cultural brokers and help students navigate their school environment;
students of color tend to have higher academic, personal, and social performance when taught
by teachers from their own ethnic groups; moreover, teachers of color have higher performance
expectations for students of color from their own ethnic background.
Additionally, all teachers regardless of ethnicity require the knowledge to develop their
practice in ways that value their diverse students’ culture. Given that some teachers may come
better prepared to teach with cultural relevance, “it is the duty of the principal to ensure this is a
priority for individual teachers in their instruction as well in the overall school culture” (Khalifa,
Gooden & Davis, 2016, p. 17). However, hiring more racially/ethnically diverse teachers is
critical. The underlying assumption is that the teaching force should reflect the diverse student
population, and that of the larger society. With this increasing diversity there is a need for more
minority teachers as role models in schools (Banks, 1995).
Another key issue, language policy reform, is especially relevant to Arizona’s
predominantly Latino student population. Although there is significant evidence to show the
value of bilingualism on student outcomes (Lopez, McEaney& Niewandt, 2015), the state
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continues to impugn restrictive policies that are oppressive to our Latino and other minority
populations.
At this time, there is real hope for revising the SEI program in Arizona through HB2534
and a recommendation is the implementation of dual immersion. While bilingual programs serve
predominantly homogenous populations, dual immersion programs allow heterogenous
grouping of students across language backgrounds. This will prevent the segregation practices
that are a product of the English Only policies in this state.
With ever increasing student diversity, educators, policy makers and politicians must
advocate for policies that include cultural relevance. With the recent insurgence of educators’
voices in Arizona and the extant literature that deems the old policies to be ineffective, it is an
opportune time in Arizona’s history for educator activism to resist archaic and oppressive
policies and insist on equity- based policy reform.
Arizona’s Latino student population continues to increase and as such, it is imperative to
remove the ideological barriers in education and integrate cultural content statewide. Policy
makers must take notice of the changing demographics and adjust curricula if schools and
teachers are expected to adequately prepare our children to be successful in a globally connected
society
Gap in Literature
Little research is known about the impact of school leaders who are ethnically/racially
similar to their student population. The leaders of these high performing schools share a similar
background of their students: impoverished, minority, Latino/Hispanic, common culture and
language. Does this improve CRSL and leadership efficacy? Both principals in the study
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advocate for their marginalized populations. Are they successful because they are Latino as
well? There is a growing body of evidence to suggest minority students benefit academically
when their teachers are of their own ethnicity/race (Dee, 2004; Hanushek, 2005). Can this
phenomenon extend to school leaders? Will similar background and race of school leaders
provide added benefits for their students?
Recommendations for Future Research
Extant research reveals the profound impact of school leaders on student learning and
instruction, but little research regarding school leaders with same race, ethnicity and/or SES as
their predominant student population. Further research is needed to explore the connection of
leader race/ethnicity to academic achievement.
Another area in need of further investigation is whether there is a connection between
the under representation of minority teachers and the racial disparities in access to rigorous
college level courses, high school graduation rates, and college acceptance rates.
Lastly, investigation into the training of future leaders that promotes culturally
responsive leadership is indicated. Ensuring principals are skilled in culturally diverse
pedagogues and are aware of the political influence on education will assure that leaders of
educators are prepared to effectively lead the demographically diverse students in
contemporary society.
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Appendix C
January 12, 2018
Dear __________________________________,
The purpose of this email is to ask for your participation in my research case studies of two Phoenix high school
principals who lead high performing urban schools with predominantly Latino student populations.
As a former principal of a high minority/high poverty urban high school, I am interested in how effective principals
in Arizona navigate the current social, cultural, and political climate to ensure their Latino students receive optimal
education. The purpose of the research study is to explore the culturally responsive beliefs, behaviors and practices
of principals of high performing campuses and discover to what they attribute the positive outcomes of their Latino
students.
Participation in this study involves an initial semi-structured interview as well as observations of your interactions
with teachers and students at your convenience. With your permission, I would like to audio record the interview,
and the transcription will be shared for your perusal.
Pseudonyms will be used for this study and all information recorded throughout the study will be kept anonymous
with no data being linked directly to the participants or schools.
While the risks of participating in this study are no more than one would experience in regular daily activities, you
are free to withdraw from the study at any time without penalty. However, your participation in this study would
contribute great insight into the nuances of leading Latino student populations which is crucial information for
local, state, and national educators and policymakers.
An Institutional Review Board responsible for human subjects research at The University of Arizona reviewed this
research project and found it to be acceptable, according to applicable state and federal regulations and University
policies designed to protect the rights and welfare of participants in research.
If you are willing to participate in the study, please sign and date the consent form below and scan it back to me via
email at mattycarterWhite@email.arizona.edu.
If you have any questions, please feel free to call me at 520-906-2760.
I look forward to hearing from you soon.
Respectfully yours in education,
Mary Melinda Carter White
Mary Melinda Carter-White, Educational Leadership, Doctoral Candidate
University of Arizona, Educational Policy Studies and Practice
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Appendix D
Consent to Participate in Study

I __________________________________________________________agree to participate in
Please print name
the research study, Challenging the Status Quo: What Arizona Leaders of High Performing
Schools are Doing to Improve Latino Student Outcomes, and I understand I can withdraw from
this study at any time.

I __________________________________________________________agree to be audio
recorded during the interview.
Print Name of Participant
________________________________________
Participant Signature

_______________
Date

Researcher Name: Mary Melinda Carter-White
________________________________________
Researcher Signature

________________
Date
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Appendix E
The University of Arizona Consent to Participate in Research

Study Title: Challenging the status quo: What Arizona leaders of high performing
urban high schools are doing to improve Latino student outcomes
Principal Investigator: Mary Melinda Carter-White
This is a consent form for research participation. It contains important information about this
study and what to expect if you decide to participate.
Why is this study being done?
Phoenix Union High School District has higher graduation rates and lower dropout rates for
Latino students compared to the state’s average and I am interested in finding out what the
principals of high performing schools with predominantly Latino students are doing to achieve
these outcomes.
The purpose of my research study is to make the implicit behaviors of culturally
responsive school leaders explicit, and to bridge their knowledge with their practice to
understand the ways in which high school leaders of high performing schools approach cultural
diversity and how their knowledge and behaviors impact Latino student outcomes.
What will happen if I take part in this study?
Participation in this study involves an initial semi-structured 60-minute interview as well as
observations of your interactions with teachers and students at your convenience. All notes and
transcriptions will be available for your perusal as well as the findings which will be narrated in
my dissertation.
How long will I be in the study?
The study will occur during Spring semester, 2018.
How many people will take part in this study?
One or two principals from Phoenix Union High School District will be recruited for the study.
Can I stop being in the study?
Your participation is voluntary, refusal to participate will involve no penalty or loss of benefits
to which you are otherwise entitled and you may discontinue participation at any time without
penalty or loss of benefits to which you are otherwise entitled.
What risks or benefits can I expect from being in the study?
The risks of participating in this study are no more than one would experience in regular daily
activities. However, your participation in this study would contribute great insight into the
nuances of leading Latino student populations which is crucial information for local, state, and
national educators and policymakers.
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Will my study-related information be kept confidential?
All study related information will be kept confidential and pseudonyms will be used for school
and participant names.
Efforts will be made to keep your study-related information confidential. However, there may
be circumstances where this information must be released.
Also, the study records may be reviewed by the following groups:
• The University of Arizona Institutional Review Board
• Office for Human Research Protections or other federal, state, or international
regulatory agencies
Who can answer my questions about the study?
For questions, concerns, or complaints about the study you may contact Dr. Francesca Lopez at
falopez@email.arizona.edu
For questions about your rights as a participant in this study or to discuss other study-related
concerns or complaints with someone who is not part of the research team, you may contact
the Human Subjects Protection Program at 520-626-6721 or online at
http://rgw.arizona.edu/compliance/human-subjects-protection-program.
An Institutional Review Board responsible for human subjects research at The University of
Arizona reviewed this research project and found it to be acceptable, according to applicable
state and federal regulations and University policies designed to protect the rights and welfare
of participants in research.
Signing the consent form
I have read this form, and I am aware that I am being asked to participate in a research study. I
have had the opportunity to ask questions and have had them answered to my satisfaction. I
voluntarily agree to participate in this study.
I am not giving up any legal rights by signing this form. I will be given a copy of this form.
Printed name of subject

Signature of subject

Date

Investigator/Research Staff
I have explained the research to the participant before requesting the signature above. There
are no blanks in this document. A copy of this form has been given to the participant.
Printed name of person obtaining consent

Signature of person obtaining consent

Date
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Appendix H
Table 1. Data organized by sample interview question and participant responses

Interview Questions
1. How long have you
been working in this
school? Why did you
choose to work in this
school?

Principal #1 Response
Seven years
Given opportunity by
superintendent
Applied for principal positions
after serving as an AP. Wanted
to eventually wind up here.

Principal #2 Response
4 years at current school This is my
fourth year at City High school and it
was a mixture of I chose it and
recruitment-, the district leadership,
recruited me. Before they even
recruited me, I sort of wanted to be
here.

3. What are your goals for
the school? (Probe: nature
of goals for student
learning and achievement,
teacher development and
practice, parental or
community involvement,
development of school
community)

My goal is for all students to receive a
scholarship for higher education.

Number one is to continue to build on their
[students’] comprehension and their literacy
skills and when I say that, I mean across classes
not just in English, but also other subjects:
reading, math, science, history.
You have to understand what you’re reading.
First of all, you have to know how to read and
understand what you are reading, either in your
home language or in another language and what
they are asking of you, so I think i literacy skills
are very important-they are key.
Number two would be to create opportunities for
all students who are post-secondary education;
and alternately, what we all want, students to be,
responsible citizens. So those three are the
overarching goals.
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Appendix I
Table 2. Data organized by sample research question and participants

Research question Participant Response
Principal #1
What behaviors,
structures and
practices do Arizona
principals of high
performing schools
employ that they
attribute to positive
outcomes for Latino
students?

Pathway to post- secondary education; All
students complete college applications;
BHS first high school in the country to
incorporate Spanish for Public Safety class
to accommodate our diverse society. All
students have transition plan for post
graduation.; 2-year college 34.25%; 4-year
56.75%, Military/work 9.0. School is small
and does not have a sports or performing
arts program, but the students have access
to participate in those programs at other
schools in the district. (However, students
must communicate directly to the other
schools and there is no transportation
provided for practices.) Positive story to
show it can be done M.M. football player
and former graduate of BHS. Principal has
breakfast with parents to discuss school,
progress, availability of help for students.
Assistant translates English to Spanish for
Spanish dominant speakers. PIT- a new
program for parents to assist them in
helping their students succeed. American
Dream Academy; Student centeredCaring,
committed passionate teachers- Advisory
tutors after school, Saturdays and during
advisory

Participant Response
Principal #2
All teachers are SEI endorsed, highly
qualified and ELL teachers are bilingualBilingual-language is an asset. Caring,
passionate teachers Student- centered
This principal initiated a plan for all seniors
students to complete college apps after his first
year only 40% of seniors. Second year 94%,

3rd and 4th (current) year 100%. Record is
one student applying to 20
collegesAmerican Dream
Academy\AdvisoryBehaviorsCHS
principal believes modeling behavior
paramount to changing teachers to a
growth mindset.High Expectations for
teachers and students; No
excusesLanguage is an assetAll teachers
are expected to be literacy teachersCHS
leader will make every effort to provide
professional development for teachers to
ensure they are doing what is best for the
students. “It’s not for me or for the
teachers, but what is best for the students.”
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Appendix J

Southwest High School District Artifacts

Each school shall also exercise care to ensure
that the right of students of mixed races or ethnicities to declare themselves as such is fully protected.
The implementation of the District's multicultural/diversity policy is a responsibility to be shared by all District staff. To this
end, staff development opportunities shall be provided every employee to increase his/her effectiveness in relating to and
interacting with students and parents of all cultures and ethnicities.

Southwest H.S. District Bilingual Newsletter
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Appendix K
City High School Artifacts

Wall in ELL Classroom at City High

Neighborhood home

High rise apartments Light rail station

City High School
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Appendix L
Bridges High School Artifacts
Bridges High School Students in Formation
School Website, 2018

One building at Bridges H.S.
(Former elementary school, 1952)

Neighborhood store

Apartment

Gentrification examples blocks away from school
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Appendix M
American Dream Academy flyer in English and Spanish

English version adds “can choose ASU as their preferred higher education institution
of choice.” Choosing the university is critically absent in Spanish translation.
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Historical Notes and Artifacts
First High School of the District, 1895
Four classrooms and 90 students atop an elementary school

First high school with the district’s namesake-It was the largest high school
west of the Mississippi during the height of its enrollment. (1925)
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City High School Boycott, 1970
The school’s African American and Hispanic population increased during the 1950s and
1960s. By 1970, the school’s White population fell to 19.3% of the student body, becoming a
majority minority school, but the school’s ethnic minority had little say in determining
and conducting education at the school. Meanwhile, violence between the school’s
Hispanic and African American population eventually played a large role in everyday
school life, with each side blaming the other side. In October 1970, Chicano leaders called
for a boycott of the school as a way to voice concerns over school security and educational
quality. By the late 1980’s, with the advent of a booming economy and influx of White
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collar jobs, the school’s demographics shifted one last time with a White majority. Since
the turn of the 21st century, the school and its district have diversified and become wellestablished as a multicultural and ethnically diverse school district.

Preservation of first colored school granted

Southwest High School for Colored Students was built for older Black students in 1926. Now
considered a historic site, it was restored and is now headquarters for a news source.
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